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Financial & Banking Current Affairs
Union Government constitutes Arun Jaitley led committee to oversee PSU bank mergers
The Union Government on 31 October 2017 constituted a ministerial committee headed by Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley to oversee merger proposals of 21 state-owned PSU banks.
The other members of the committee include Railways and Coal Minister Piyush Goyal and Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman.
Besides this, the Union Government is working on banking reforms and constituted an Alternative Mechanism for
Public Sector Banks. The mechanism will oversee the proposals coming from boards of PSBs for consolidation.
Earlier in October 2017, the Union Government announced a Rs 2.11 trillion Bank Recapitalisation Plan for public sector
banks to stimulate the flow of credit to fuel private investment.

Assam signs MoUs with Singapore for skilling state’s youth
Assam government today signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) and Terms of Reference (ToR) with
Singapore for skilling youth of the state.
The MoU and ToR for North East Skills Centre (NESC) was signed between Skill, Employment and Entrepreneurship
Department, of Assam government and ITE Education Service, Singapore in the presence of Foreign Affairs Minister of
Singapore Dr Vivian Balakrishnan and Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal here.
An MoU for Guwahati City Greening was inked between the Guwahati Metropolitan Development Authority and
Singapore Corporation Enterprise.

Cabinet approves extension of Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana for three years
The Union Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved the
continuation of centrally sponsored scheme- Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) as Rashtriya Krishi Vikas YojanaRemunerative Approaches for Agriculture and Allied sector Rejuvenation (RKVY-RAFTAAR) for a period of three years,
from 2017-18 to 2019-20.
The government would be allocating Rs 15,722 Cr for the implementation of the plan. The main objective behind the
development is to make farming a remunerative economic activity by strengthening the farmer's effort, risk mitigation
and promoting agri¬business entrepreneurship.
The funds set aside for the plan would be provided to the states as 60:40 grants between Centre and States and 90:10
in the case of Himalayan and North Eastern states through the following streams:
1. Regular RKVY-RAFTAAR (Infrastructure & Assets and Production Growth) with 70 per cent of annual outlay will
be allocated to states as grants based for the following activities:
a. Infrastructure and assets with 50 per cent of regular RKVY-RAFTAAR outlay.
b. Value addition linked production projects with 30 per cent of regular RKVY-RAFTAAR outlay.
c. Flexi-funds with 20 per cent of regular RKVY-RAFTAAR outlay. States can use this for supporting any
projects as per the local needs.
2. RKVY-RAFTAAR special sub-schemes of National priorities – 20 per cent of annual outlay
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3. Innovation and agri-entrepreneur development through creating end-to-end solution, skill development and
financial support for setting up the agri-enterprise -10 per cent of annual outlay including 2 per cent of
administrative costs.

CCEA approves Special Banking Arrangement for payment to fertilizer companies
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) on 1 November 2017 approved the implementation of Special
Banking Arrangement (SBA) of Rs 10000 crore for payment of outstanding claims to fertilizer companies in the year
2016-17.
CCEA also permitted that Department of Fertilizers will avail the SBA with the consensus of Department of Expenditure.
Under the Special Banking Arrangement, a total loan of Rs 9969 crore for settlement of outstanding subsidy bills with
SBI was raised by the Union Government.
The loan amount along with interest liability on the part of Union Government amounting to Rs 80.90 crore was paid
to SBI.
SBA for an amount of Rs 10,00 crore for the year 2016-17 has already been implemented to overcome the liquidity
problems of the fertilizer companies.

PFRDA increases maximum age of joining under NPS-Private Sector to 65 years
The Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA) on 1 November 2017 increased the maximum age
of joining under National Pension System (NPS)-Private Sector (All Citizen and Corporate Model) from the existing 60
years to 65 years of age.
The above decision was taken to increase the pension coverage in the country.
With this, any Indian Citizen, resident or non-resident, between the age of 60- 65 years can now join NPS and continue
up to the age of 70 years in NPS.
Moreover, the subscribers who are willing to join NPS at the later stage of life will be able to avail the benefits of NPS.

CBDT notifies rules for furnishing Master File and Country-by-Country Report
The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) on 1 November 2017 notified the rules for maintaining and furnishing the
Master File and Country-by-Country Report.
The due date for filing the Country-by-Country report and furnishing the Master File for reportable accounting year
2016-17 is 31 March 2018.
The threshold for the Country-By-Country Report is total consolidated revenue of Rs 5500 crore or more.
The threshold for the Master File is consolidated revenue exceeding Rs 500 crore and either the aggregate value of
international transactions as per the books of accounts exceeding Rs 50 crore or aggregate value of international
transactions in respect of intangible property exceeding Rs 10 crore.
The report of Master File needs to be submitted in Form 3CEAA and the Country-by-Country Report in Form 3CEAD.
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Haryana government signs Rs 20,000 Cr worth MoU to set up trading hub
The state government Haryana on 2 November 2017 signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with an
integrated trade facilitation services organisation - Verbind - to set up a logistics and trading hub in the state.
Under the pact, the state will assist the organisation in obtaining the necessary approvals, registrations and clearances
with reference to the projects from relevant departments, in line with existing rules and regulations.
The trading hub is expected to be built in an area of 600 acres near Gurugram.

CBDT allows farm produce bought for under Rs 2 lakh in cash as expenditure
The Central Direct Taxes (CBDT) on Friday clarified that cash sale of agricultural produce by its cultivator to the trader
for an amount less than Rs. 2 lakh will not result in any disallowance of expenditure under section 40A (3) of the
Income-tax Act, 1961.
Addressing the issue via an official statement, the CBDT highlighted that produce of the aforementioned amount will
not attract prohibition under section 269ST of the Act in the case of the cultivator, which provides penalty for any cash
transaction above the value of Rs. 2 Lakh, equal to the transaction amount.

Karnataka to create ecosystem for using nanotechnology across verticals
The state government of Karnataka would be creating an ecosystem to bring all stakeholders to use nanotechnology
across verticals including energy, medicine, engineering, transport and communication.
The information was shared by renowned scientist C N R Rao at a preview of the ‘Bengaluru India Nano 2017’ on 2
November 2017 in Bengaluru. "Our endeavour is to create an ecosystem for bringing industry, research and academia
on one platform with the state government support to use nanotechnology and nano science across verticals," said
Rao.

President inaugurates 21st World Congress of mental health
The 21st World Congress of Mental Health was inaugurated by President Ram Nath Kovind in New Delhi on 2
November 2017.
The conference was organised by the World Federation for Mental Health in partnership with Caring Foundation and
other institutions.
Speaking on the occasion, the President said that the World Congress of Mental Health is taking place in India for the
first time and it has come here at an appropriate moment.
The main theme of the conference is ‘Partnerships for Mental Health’.

Indo-Kazakhstan bilateral military exercise PRABAL DOSTYK 2017 begins
The bilateral military exercise between India and Kazakhstan 'PRABAL DOSTYK 2017' began on 2 November 2017 at
Bakloh, Himachal Pradesh.
Literally defined as ‘Robust Friendship’, ‘Prabal Dostyk 2017’ is second edition of the joint military training exercise
between both countries.
The first edition of exercise was held in Karaganda region of Kazakhstan in September 2016.
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The fourteen day PRABAL DOSTYK is aimed at enhancing the military ties between the two countries for achieving
interoperability between the two armies.
It also aims to acquaint both forces with each other’s operating procedures in the backdrop of counter insurgency and
counter terrorism operations under UN mandate.

AU Small Finance gets scheduled commercial bank status
AU Small Finance Bank has received Reserved Bank of India (RBI) approval to operate as Scheduled Commercial Bank.
This bank's name has now been included in the Second Schedule of Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934.
Post acquiring scheduled commercial bank status, AU Small Finance Bank will be able to do borrowing and lending
with RBI under Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) and Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) .
Also, it will help AU Small Finance Bank to acquire business from public sector undertakings (PSUs), corporates, banks,
mutual funds, insurance companies and other market participants which can transact with scheduled banks only to
comply either regulatory or internal guidelines.
It will also enable AU Small Finance Bank to issue Certificate of Deposits (CDs) on competitive interest rates in market
to get liquidity.

Rs 10,000 Crore MoU signed between Govt of India & Patanjali
A memorandum of understanding (MoU) of Rs 10, 000 Crore was signed between the Government of India (GoI) and
Patanjali on Friday at the World Food India 2017.
The MoU was signed by Managing Director of Patanjali, Acharya Balkrishna and Harsimrat Kaur Badal, the Union
Cabinet Minister of Food Processing in the Government of India.
Speaking to ANI, Acharya Balkrishna said, "World Food India 2017 is a great initiative. This will generate new
opportunities. This event will help people."
The World Food India 2017 organised at Delhi's Vigyan Bhawan was inaugurated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
earlier in the day.

Yes Bank signs MoU with govt for Rs 1,000 cr financing
Private sector lender Yes Bank today signed an agreement with the government to provide Rs 1,000 crore financing
for food processing projects.
The funding will be provided to around 100 food processing projects with an average ticket size of Rs 10 crore each,
the bank said in a statement.
Focus will be on projects across backend infrastructure, cold chain creation of new processing units, expansion of
existing units, forward linkages and food processing clusters in various locations in India, amongst others, it added.

MoU signed for Rs.6,000 cr mega food processing zone in Telangana
Telangana State would soon boast of a Mega Food Processing Zone, IT and Industries Minister K T Rama Rao said on
Friday.
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The Minister, who held meetings with representatives of several companies in New Delhi at the Wold Food India
Conference, said an agreement to set up the zone has been finalised. Dakshin Agropolis signed a Memorandum of
Understanding worth Rs 6,000 crore to establish a food processing zone at NIMZ in Zaheerabad, and would require
300 acres.
The food processing zone would generate employment for about 6,000 people which would consist of 5,000 women
and 1,000 men, he said. The initial investment of Rs 6,000 crore would be used for setting up food processing units at
a cost of Rs 2,500 crore and Rs 3,500 crore would be spent on setting up a Farmers Producers Organization (FPO).

ICICI Bank launches voice-based international remittance service
ICICI Bank, the country's largest private sector bank by consolidated assets, has launched voice-based international
remittance service on its Money2India application.
This would enable a Non-Resident Indian (NRI) customer of ICICI Bank to send money to any bank in India via just a
simple voice command to Apple's virtual voice assistant, Siri, on his/her Apple iPhone/iPad.
A first-of-its-kind cross border remittance service by a bank in the country, it improves customer's convenience
significantly as it replaces a five step process, which was required to initiate a remittance to India earlier.
ICICI Bank is the first bank in the country to leverage on Apple's virtual voice assistant to enable cross border
remittances.

Union Government to provide financial assistance of Rs 2302.05 crore for Sagarmala projects
The Union Ministry of Shipping on 3 November 2017 undertook projects worth Rs 2302 crore for financial assistance
under the Coastal Berth Scheme of the Sagarmala Programme.
The Ministry also extended the period of the scheme for three years up to 31 March 2020 and expanded its scope to
cover capital dredging at Major Ports and preparation of DPR for coastal berth project.
The 47 projects under Coastal Berth Scheme are distributed over eight states with the highest number of projects in
Maharashtra (12 projects), Andhra Pradesh & Goa (10 projects), Karnataka (6 projects), Kerala and Tamil Nadu (3
projects), Gujarat (2 projects) and West Bengal (1 project).
Out of the 47 projects, 23 projects worth Rs 1075.61 crore were sanctioned for total financial assistance of Rs 390.42
crore and on the other hand, Rs 230.01 crore was released to Major Ports, State Maritime Boards and State
Governments.

RBI imposes Rs 6 crore penalty on Yes Bank, Rs 2 crore on IDFC Bank
The Reserve Bank of India has slapped a monetary penalty of Rs 6 crore on Yes Bank and Rs 2 crore on IDFC Bank for
violating regulations issued by the regulator.
Yes Bank has been fined for non-compliance with the directions issued by RBI on Income Recognition Asset
Classification (IRAC) norms and delayed reporting of information security incident involving ATMs of the bank.

HDFC Bank makes RTGS, NEFT online transactions free from Nov 1
Private lender HDFC Bank has made online transactions through RTGS and NEFT free of cost from November 1, with
an aim to promote a digital economy.
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On the other hand, various charges for cheque-related transactions as well as request for additional leaves will get
costly from early next month for non-managed savings and salary accounts.
According to the revised fees and charges for savings and salary accounts, customers will not have to pay any charge
for doing online transactions through Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) and the National Electronics Funds Transfer
(NEFT) from November 1, 2017.

India to contribute USD 100 million to UN partnership fund
India has pledged an additional amount of USD 100 million towards the UN partnership fund, scaling up its support to
sustainable development projects across the developing world.
The information was shared by Anjani Kumar, Counsellor at the Permanent Mission of India to the UN on 6 November
at the 2017 UN Pledging Conference for Development Activities.
Kumar stated that the contribution would be in addition to India's contribution of 10.582 million US dollar to various
other UN programmes. He said that India believes that the UN should have the necessary resources to finance its
activities, in an appropriate and balanced manner.
A total of USD 398.98 million was pledged by about 20 countries during the conference session.

World Bank arm IFC to pump $23 mn into Ashiana affordable housing projects
The World Bank's investment arm IFC will pump in $23 million in projects by Ashiana Housing Limited (Ashiana) meant
for affordable / mid-income housing as well as retirement homes for the elderly.
The total project cost of the project is estimated at about $267 million.
IFC is one of the few financiers of affordable/mid-income projects in India.
IFC said that its long-term capital is not readily available to the real estate sector. IFC's equity investment is a structured
8-year equity investment, which would provide capital with a tenor that matches the project's life.
Ashiana's projects will be located across various cities in India, but primarily in Jaipur, Pune and Chennai.

ICIJ releases Paradise Papers: 714 Indians named in the list
The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) on 5 November 2017 released the Paradise Papers, a
slew of documents revealing the offshore activities of some of the world’s most powerful people and companies.
ICIJ investigated around 13.4 million leaked files that were obtained by the German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung.
The Paradise Papers documents include nearly 7 million loan agreements, financial statements, emails, trust deeds
and other paperwork.
Highlights of the Paradise Papers
 The investigation revealed that two firms Bermuda’s Appleby and Singapore’s Asiaciti Trust helped the rich
and powerful people in moving their money abroad.
 The leaked files reveal some major international figures including United Kingdom’s Queen Elizabeth, donors
of US President Donald Trump, US Secretaries Wilbur Ross and Rex Tillerson, Jordanian Queen Noor al-Hussein,
among others.
 The files reveal the investment of Queen Elizabeth’s private estate in a Cayman Islands fund.
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 It also details Russia’s involvement in Twitter and Facebook through an associate of Jared Kushner, son-in-law
of President Trump.
Indian names revealed in The Paradise Papers
 Among the 180 countries represented in the data, India ranks 19th in terms of the number of names. In all,
there are 714 Indians in the list.
 Interestingly, Indian company Sun Group, founded by Nand Lal Khemka, figures as Appleby’s second-largest
client internationally, with as many as 118 different offshore entities.
 The prominent Indian corporates which figure in the list include Jindal Steel, Apollo Tyres, Havells, Hindujas,
Emaar MGF, Videocon, the Hiranandani Group and D S Construction.
 The list includes the names of Indian firms linked with several cases such as Sun-TV-Aircel-Maxis case; EssarLoop 2G case; SNC-Lavalin and the Rajasthan ambulance scam.
 Besides corporates, the data reveals details of famous celebrities such as Amitabh Bachchan’s shareholding in
a Bermuda company.
 Actor Sanjay Dutt’s wife Dilnashin Sanjay Dutt, popularly known as Manyata, also figures in the list.
 Union Civil Aviation Minister Jayant Sinha was named due to his past association with the Omidyar Network
and BJP MP RK Sinha have also been named in the Paradise Papers.
 The papers also reveal that the loans worth millions of dollars, taken by Vijay Mallya's United Spirits Limited
(USL) India, were waived off by Diageo, the company which finally acquired USL.

Union Government launches Coal India's 'Grahak Sadak Koyla Vitaran' App
Union Minister of Railways and Coal Piyush Goyal on 7 November 2017 launched ‘Grahak Sadak Koyla Vitaran App’
benefitting customers of Coal India Limited (CIL) for smooth coal delivery by road.
The customer friendly app will help in achieving transparency in transmit operations.
The app will monitor whether the dispatches are made on the fair principle of ‘First in First Out’ basis.
It will keep a track on all the activities from issuance of Sale Order to physical delivery of coal by road.
The main benefits of the App for the customers include easy accessibility of the information at the click of the button.

India, World Bank sign USD 119 Million loan agreement for OHEPEE Project
India and World Bank on 7 November 2017 signed a financing agreement for loan of USD 119 million for the Odisha
Higher Education Programme for Excellence & Equity (OHEPEE) Project.
The loan will be provided by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), subsidiary of World
Bank.
The Financing Agreement was signed by Sameer Kumar Khare, Joint Secretary in Department of Economic Affairs and
Hisham A Abdo Kahin, Acting Country Director of World Bank (India).
While, the OHEPEE Project Agreement was signed by GVV Sarma, Additional Chief Secretary of Department of Higher
Education, Odisha and Hisham A. Abdo Kahin, Acting Country Director of World Bank.
The objective of the project is to improve the quality of students equitable access to selected institutions in Odisha
through Institutional Development Plan (IDP) Grants.
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Paytm introduces BHIM UPI payments on its platform
Mobile payments platform Paytm on 6 November 2017 introduced payments using BHIM UPI (Unified Payments
Interface) on its platform.
The BHIM UPI platform allows users to create their own Paytm BHIM UPI ID on the app and link any of their savings
bank account with this unique ID and begin with sending and accepting money.
The Paytm BHIM UPI ID will be issued by Paytm payments bank.
Paytm BHIM UPI IDs will be accepted across all banks and BHIM UPI apps.
With Paytm BHIM UPI, one can now make instant money transfers directly between two bank accounts without adding
beneficiary.

Linking of Aadhaar with insurance policy mandatory: IRDAI
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) on 8 November 2017 announced that the linkage of
Aadhaar number with insurance policies is mandatory under the Prevention of Money Laundering (Maintenance of
Records) Second Amendment Rules, 2017.
In June 2017, the Union Government notified the Prevention of Money Laundering (Maintenance of Records) Second
Amendment Rules, 2017.
The Rules make Aadhaar and PAN/Form 60 mandatory for availing financial services including insurance and also for
linking the existing policies with the same.

RBI to launch public awareness campaign through text messages
The Reserve Bank of India would soon be launching a new public awareness campaign through text messages to
educate public about various banking regulations and available facilities.
The institution first plans to send messages to people, cautioning them against falling victim to unsolicited and
fictitious offers received through emails, SMSes and phone calls. The warning would be sent out from ‘RBISAY’ sender
id.
Previously as well, the apex bank has sent out alerts through press releases from time to time to warn the public
against such offers.

Skywalk, FOB among 5 projects approved for funding through Urban Development Fund
Union Minister of state for Housing and Urban Affairs Hardeep Singh Puri on 9 November 2017 announced that the
Skywalk and Foot Over Bridge (FoB) at ITO are among the 5 projects approved for funding of Rs 643.58 crore through
the Urban Development Fund by the Union Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs.
The other projects include construction of flyovers, underpasses etc at Mahipalpur, Narela, ISBT Kashmiri Gate and
Rani Jhansi Road.
The Skywalk and Foot Over Bridge project will be built at an intersection point with a metro station, the Tilak Bridge
railway station and seven major arterial roads.
This will lead to easier inter-crossing of pedestrian as the vehicular traffic poses a potentially dangerous situation to
the pedestrians.
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This project will benefit the public at large who visit these offices along with the employees working in over 25 major
offices located in the ITO area such as Police HQ, PWD HQ, Institute of Engineers, ICAI, Income Tax office, Central
Excise, DDA, School of Planning and Architecture, GST office, etc.
The entire cost of Rs 54.34 crore of the project is being funded through Urban Development Fund (Rs 43.47 crore) and
by DDA (Rs 10.87 crore).

RBI directs banks to provide doorstep banking facilities to senior citizens, differently-abled
The Reserve Bank of India on 9 November 2017 asked banks to provide doorstep banking facilities to senior citizens
who are more than 70 years of age and differently-abled persons by December 2017.
The apex bank has directed all the banks to provide basic banking services such as pick-up and delivery of cash,
chequebooks and demand drafts, submission of Know Your Customer (KYC) documents and Life certificates at the
residence of the senior citizens and specially-abled persons, including the visually-impaired.
The RBI notification in the same regard has advised the banks including small finance and payments banks to
implement the instructions by 31 December 2017 in letter and spirit and give due publicity in their bank branches and
websites.
The RBI has asked banks to provide a minimum of 25 cheque leaves every year for a savings bank account free of
charge.

Union Government revises House Building Advance rules for government employees
The Union Government has revised the House Building Advance (HBA) rules for Central Government Employees
incorporating the accepted recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission.
Following are the salient features of the new rules: The total amount of advance that a central government employee can borrow from the government has
been revised. The employee can now borrow up to 34 months of the basic pay subject to a maximum of
Rs. 25 lakhs (Rs. Twenty Five Lakhs only), or cost of the house/flat, or the amount according to repaying
capacity, whichever is the least for new construction/purchase of new house/flat. The earlier limit for the
same was only Rs 7.50 lakhs.
 The HBA amount for expansion of the house has also been revised to a maximum of Rs.10 lakhs or 34
months of basic pay or cost of the expansion of the house or amount according to repaying capacity,
whichever is least. The earlier limit was Rs 1.80 lakhs.
 The cost ceiling limit of the house which an employee can construct/ purchase has been revised to Rs.1.00
crore with a provision of upward revision of 25 per cent in deserving cases. The earlier cost ceiling limit
was Rs 30 lakhs.
 If both the spouses are central government employees then, they are now eligible to take HBA either
jointly, or separately. Earlier only one spouse was eligible for House Building Advance.
 The new rules also include a provision for individuals migrating from home loans taken from Financial
Institutions/ Banks to HBA, if they desire.

Karnataka inks pacts with Chinese firms
Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah inaugurated the sixth China-India Forum meet being jointly hosted by the
Government of China, Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries (CPAFFC), China-India
Friendship Association (CIFA), and Podar Enterprise here on Friday.
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Karnataka Minister for Large and Medium Industries RV Deshpande said Karnataka expected trade and investments
between India and China to increase as India sees big opportunities to attract Chinese companies to Make in India,
besides attracting investments.
The following MoUs were signed at the Forum: Semiconductor Alliance of China and Beijing Construction & Highway
Development Group presented EoI letters to the Karnataka government.
Podar Enterprise signed strategic cooperation MoU with Hebei Provincial Government. Podar Advisory and Consulting
Enterprise signed tri-party MoU of cooperation with Baoding City Government and Hebei Information Investment
Group.
Fortune Plus, China, signed MoU for setting up electric vehicle hub with Imperator Autocorp Pvt Ltd. Podar Holding
International Pte Ltd signed MoU for cooperation in education with Yigcal University, Shandong.

Air India gets Rs. 1,500 cr loan from Bank of India
Debt-laden Air India has received a loan worth of Rs. 1,500 crore from Bank of India to meet urgent working capital
needs less than a month after floating a tender in this regard, an airline source said.
For the second time in recent months, the flagship carrier has received loans from a public sector lender.
Battling multiple headwinds, the disinvestment-bound airline has been working on ways to reduce its debt, including
by way of selling non-core assets and expanding operations.
The source said the airline has received Rs. 1,500 crore loan from Bank of India after the tender for the amount was
floated last month in order to meet “urgent” working capital needs.

PNB MetLife in distribution pact with Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait
Life insurer PNB MetLife has signed a corporate agency agreement with Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait B.S.C (BBK).
This tie-up will help PNB MetLife distribute its retail and group products to BBK’s customers in India.
With this partnership, BBK customers in India will get access to PNB MetLife’s entire portfolio of products ranging from
health, savings, and wealth to rural plans.
As on date, BBK, which is one of the largest commercial banks in Bahrain, has branches at Mumbai, Hyderabad, Aluva
and New Delhi.

Mumbai to host Asian Bankers Association summit
For the first time, the nation’s financial capital will host the 34th annual conference of the Asian Bankers Association
(ABA) this week.
The two-day conference will be held in the megapolis from November 16 and will be hosted by State Bank, with the
theme of ‘Asia’s turn to transform’, SBI said.
The event is expected to see the presence of over 160 domestic as well as international bankers and Reserve Bank
deputy governor Viral V Acharya will deliver the special opening address on the second day, a SBI spokesperson told
PTI.
Founded in 1981, the ABA serves as a forum for advancing the cause of the banking industry and promote regional
economic cooperation across the continent.
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Union Government set to launch BharatNet phase 2 project
The Union Government would be launching its second and final phase of BharatNet project on 13 November 2017 to
provide high-speed broadband service in all Gram Panchayats by March 2019. It will be implemented at an outlay of
around Rs 34000 crores.
Telecom Minister Manoj Sinha, Law and IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad and Human Resource Development Minister
Prakash Javadekar would be launching the project at the National Conference in New Delhi.
The telecom ministry would also be signing agreements with seven states — Maharashtra, Gujarat, Chhattisgarh,
Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Tamil Nadu and Jharkhand — which will roll out the project on their own with partial
funding from the central government.
The conference would see participation from Information and Technology Ministers, state secretaries and service
providers.
Key Highlights
 Under phase 2, the government aims to provide broadband connectivity in the remaining 1.5 lakh Gram
Panchayats through 1 million km of additional optical fibre.
 For the same, the government would be providing bandwidth to telecom companies such as Bharti Airtel,
Vodafone India, Idea Cellular and Reliance Jio at 75 per cent lower rate to set up broadband and Wi-Fi services
in the rural areas.
 BSNL will roll out optical fibre in yet to be covered locations of eight states including Assam, Haryana, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Jammu and Kashmir and Sikkim.
 Power Grid Corporation of India has been awarded contract for three states including Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Odisha.
 India at present has 38,000 wifi hotspots. Under BharatNet phase 2, around 6-7 lakh wifi hotspots will be
added with 2-5 hotpsots in each panchayats.
 Some of the wifi hotspots may not be commercially viable initially. So, in such cases the government will
provide viability gap funding of around Rs 3,600 crore to telecom operators.
 BharatNet Phase 1, under which one lakh Gram Panchayat were to be connected, will be completed by the
end of this year.

Crisil, Sidbi tie up to launch MSME sentiment index CriSidEx
SIDBI (Small Industries Development Bank of India) and ratings agency Crisil on Monday signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) to launch 'CriSidEx', a business sentiment index for micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) that will indicate the current state and expected outlook on the MSME sector every quarter.
The 'Sentiment Index' is expected to provide crucial insights into employment, business environment and foreign
trade.

Union Government launches National Power Portal for dissemination of power sector information
RK Singh, Minister of State for Power and New & Renewable Energy, on 14 November 2017 launched the National
Power Portal (NPP) for collation and dissemination of Indian power sector information. The portal can be accessed at
http://npp.gov.in.
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The stakeholders of NPP are Ministry of Power (MoP), CEA, PFC for Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS),
REC for Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY), other power sector utilities in government as well as
private sector and other government organizations.
Highlights of National Power Portal
 NPP is a centralised system for Indian Power Sector that facilitates online data capture and input from
generation, transmission and distribution utilities.
 The Nodal Agency for implementation of NPP and its operational control is Central Electricity Authority (CEA).
 The system has been conceptualized, designed and developed by National Informatics Centre (NIC).
 It enables dissemination of Power Sector Information related to operation, capacity, demand, supply and
consumption through analysed reports, graphs, statistics for central, state and private sector.

India’s 1st Tribal Entrepreneurship Summit begins in Chhattisgarh
India’s first Tribal Entrepreneurship Summit began in Dantewada, a district in the Bastar region of Chhattisgarh on 14
November 2017.
The event has been organized by NITI Aayog in partnership with the government of United States of America. The
event is a part of 8th Global Entrepreneurship Summit being held in India.
The summit has been organised mainly with the motive to inspire, nurture and promote the spirit of entrepreneurship
in tribal youth. This ensures yet another step towards tribal-centric sustainable and inclusive development.
The summit will see the participation of tribal entrepreneurs from various sectors across the country and abroad.
Several eminent speakers from NITI Aayog, health and agri-pharma sectors will also be speaking at the summit.

India to be third largest economy by 2028, says report
India is likely to achieve strong growth over the next decade and emerge as the world’s third-largest economy,
overtaking Japan in nominal GDP by 2028, says a report titled ‘India 2028’ by Bank of America Merrill Lynch.
India has already overtaken Brazil and Russia to emerge as the second largest BRICS economy after China and is
expected to soon overtake France and Britain to emerge as the world’s fifth largest economy after Germany by 2019.
The report read, “We see India crossing Germany and Japan in nominal GDP in dollar term by 2028. This assumes that
the Indian economy grows at 10 per cent (in nominal US GDP) in the next decade, well ahead of Japans 1.6 per cent.”

India, Philippines sign four agreements to strengthen bilateral ties
India and the Philippines on 13 November 2017 signed four agreements to enhance cooperation in various fields
including defence and foreign services. The agreements were signed following the PM Narendra Modi bilateral
meeting with the Philippines President Rodrigo Duterte.
These four agreements cover areas of defence, agriculture, small and medium enterprises and tie-up between thinktanks of both the countries.
The agreements were signed during PM Modi three-day visit to Manila, the Philippines to attend the 15th IndiaAssociation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Summit and the 12th East Asia Summit.
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Union Government launches BHARAT-22 Exchange Traded Fund
The Union Government on 14 November 2017 launched the BHARAT-22 Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) managed by ICICI
Prudential Mutual Fund targeting an initial amount of Rs 8000 crore.
This new fund offer is open to public till 17 November 2017.
In this ETF, the Retirement Fund has been made by separate category of Investors.
In case of overflow of funds, additional portion will be allocated with preference to retail and retirement funds. There
is a 3 per cent discount across the board.
The strength of this fund lies in the S&P BSE BHARAT-22 INDEX, a specially created Index which includes shares of key
CPSEs, Public Sector Banks and also the Government owned shares in blue chip private companies like Larsen & Tubro
(L&T), Axis Bank and ITC.

Railways Ministry launches comprehensive training programme 'Project Saksham'
Union Minister of Railways & Coal Piyush Goyal on 14 November 2017 released a comprehensive training programme
named as “Project Saksham” for imparting training to all employees of Indian Railways with a view to upgrade their
skill and knowledge.
The focus of this week-long training is to boost productivity and efficiency.
Under 'Project Saksham', all employees in each zone will be given a week-long training in skills and knowledge relevant
to their work area for over next one year.
General Managers will prioritise the training need for each category of employees based on the needs of respective
zone.

ICICI Bank to offer small instant credit to Paytm users
Largest private sector lender ICICI Bank will offer short-term instant credit to its existing customers who want to make
purchases worth up to Rs. 20,000 through digital payments leader Paytm.
The bank said the credit is interest-free for the first 45 days, after which if the money is not repaid, the customer will
have to pay Rs. 50 towards delayed payment fee and 3 per cent interest.
Though the offer is capped at Rs. 20,000 per transaction, a customer can avail of the credit facility after clearing the
outstanding.
Depending on the success, the bank will also extend it to non-ICICI Bank customers and other large merchants.
The bank has an unsecured book of over Rs. 25,000 crore, he said. but said they haven’t set any volume target from
the new offer.

Ahmedabad Metro awards 96 coach order to S Korea
MEGA Co. Ltd., the implementing agency for Ahmedabad Metro Rail Project, on Thursday, said it has awarded the
₹1,025-crore contract for manufacturing 96 Metro coaches to the South Korean rolling stock manufacturer, M/S
Hyundai Rotem.
This is will be a major boost to the project as rolling stock is an important component of any Metro rail system,
according to an official release.
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In a major relief to MEGA Co. Ltd, the Gujarat High Court had, last week, dismissed the plea of M/S CRRC, China, one
of the four bidders for the contract, challenging its disqualification by MEGA.
Hyundai Rotem will supply 32 three-car train-sets for Ahmedabad Metro’s 39.259 km Phase-I project. The trains will
be manufactured at their Changwon plant and deliveries are expected by next year.

IDFC Bank partners with MobiKwik to launch virtual in-app prepaid card
IDFC Bank, MobiKwik and Net1 have come together to launch a co-branded virtual prepaid card on Visa platform.
Around 65 million users of MobiKwik will gain access to an IDFC Bank virtual card embedded within the app, making
digital purchases at all e-commerce merchants easier and faster, MobiKwik said in a statement.
Customers of MobiKwik can generate a 16-digit Visa virtual card through the app and use it for e-commerce and online
transactions, it said.

Cabinet approves the establishment of the National Anti-profiteering Authority under GST
The Union Cabinet led by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi has given its consent for the creation of the posts of
Chairman and Technical Members of the National Anti-profiteering Authority (NAA) under GST.
The decision was followed up immediately after the sharp reduction in the GST rates of a large number of items of
mass consumption.
This paves the way for the immediate establishment of this apex body, which is mandated to ensure that the benefits
of the reduction in GST rates on goods or services are passed on to the ultimate consumers by way of a reduction in
prices.

Moody's upgrades India's sovereign rating after 14 years
US credit rating agency Moody's raised India's sovereign rating to Baa2 from its lowest investment grade of Baa, while
changing the outlook for the country's rating to stable from positive.
Since 2004, Moody raised the sovereign rating for the first time ignoring a haze of short-term economic uncertainties
to bet on the nation’s prospects from a raft of policy changes by the government.
The revision of sovereign rating of India came after a gap of 14 years.
The rating agency simultaneously upgraded India's local and foreign currency issuer rating to Baa2 from Baa3.
The upgrade of the rating is based on the Indian government's "wide-ranging programme of economic and institutional
reforms.
The credit rating agency expected that continued progress on economic and institutional reforms will, over time,
improve India's high growth potential and its large and stable financing base for government debt, and will likely
contribute to a gradual decline in the general government debt burden over the medium term.
According to Moody’s, reforms which are taken place in India have significantly decreased the risk of a sharp increase
in debt, even in potential downside scenarios.
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Union Cabinet approves increase in carpet area of houses under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
The Union Cabinet on 16 November 2017 approved the increase in the carpet area of houses eligible for interest
subsidy under the Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme (CLSS), which is a part of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban).
It approved the increase in the carpet area in the Middle Income Group (MIG) I category of CLSS from the existing 90
square metre to up to 120 square metre.
It increased the carpet area in respect of MIG II category of CLSS from the existing 110 square metre to up to 150
square metre.

Govt set up 10-member Ajay Bhusan Pandey panel to simplify returns
The government on Tuesday constituted a 10-member committee under GSTN chairman Ajay Bhushan Pandey to look
into the requirements of filing returns in current financial year.
The committee, which has tax commissioners from the state of Gujarat, Karnataka, Punjab and Andhra Pradesh, will
also suggest if modifications, including changes in rules, laws and format, are required in returns. It will submit the
report by December 15.
As many as 40 per cent of the businesses filing returns on GST Network (GSTN) portal have nil tax liability.

YES Bank raises $400 mn loans from Japan, Taiwan
Private sector lender YES Bank has raised $400 million in syndicated loans from lenders in Taiwan and Japan for onlending to clients.
It exercised a greenshoe option to raise $250 million in a five-year commercial loan from 17 Taiwanese banks, a
statement said. In Japan, it raised JPY 16.5 billion or $150 million from eight lenders in a one-year loan in a maiden
transaction.
This borrowing will be used for on-lending through its international branch at GIFT City, Ahmedabad. Its overall foreign
asset book had stood at $1.4 billion as of September.

India signs USD 100 million loan agreement with World Bank for Solar Parks Project
India on 20 November 2017 signed USD 100 million loan agreement with the World Bank for Shared Infrastructure for
Solar Parks Project.
The USD 100 million loan agreement includes a IBRD Guarantee Agreement of USD 98 million and a Grant Agreement
of USD 2 million.
The project agreement was signed by Sameer Kumar Khare, Joint Secretary in the Department of Economic Affairs,
and by Hisham A Abdo, Acting Country Director of World Bank India.
While, the Loan Agreement was signed by K S Popli, Chairman and Managing Director of India Renewable Energy
Development Agency Ltd. (IREDA) and Hisham A Abdo, Acting Country Director of World Bank India.
The project consists of two components- Shared Infrastructure for Solar Parks with an estimated total project cost of
USD 100 million and the Technical Assistance of USD 2 million in CTF Grant.
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NCSK suggests NITI Aayog to bring some welfare schemes for Safai Karamcharis under its purview
The National Commission for Safai Karamcharis (NCSK) on 23 November 2017 suggested NITI Aayog to bring some
welfare schemes for Safai Karamcharis and Manual Scavengers under its purview.
Manhar Valji Bhai Zala, Chairman of National Commission for Safai Karamcharis, along with the members Manju Diler,
Dilip K Hathibed and Swami Sadanand Maharaj shared their views and concerns on various issues of Safai Karamcharis
and Manual Scavengers.
The commission raised the issue of empowering the Commission by making it a statutory or constitutional body and
confer it with the powers of a civil court so that it can discharge its mandate effectively.

Government approves Rs 1 Lakh crore worth projects for Tamil Nadu
The Union Government has approved Highway and Shipping Projects worth more than Rs 1 lakh crore for the state of
Tamil Nadu.
The information was shared by Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari while addressing a joint press conference with Tamil
Nadu’s Chief Minister Edappadi K Palaniswami after a review meeting of the Central and State government.
The projects will cover Highways, Shipping and Port. They are also aimed at finding a permanent solution to the
irrigation and drinking water requirements of the state.The total expenditure of the projects is expected to be around
Rs 40,000 crore.
Following are the proposed projects with cost details:
1. Three New Elevated Corridors have been approved:
a. Tambaram- Chengelpatu – the project is expected to cost around Rs 2250 crores
b. Poonamalee- Maduravoyal Corridor – The financial outlay of the project is expected to be around Rs
1500 crores
c. Tiruvallur Corridor – The budget for this corridor has been set at Rs 1000 crore
2. The Tambaram- Vandalur, Vandalur -Guduvanchery section of the Highway will be upgraded to 8 lane Highway
at a cost of Rs 72 crores. The move is expected to solve the traffic congestion at the Tambaram -Perungalathur
bridge.
3. The Chennai- Bengaluru Expressway will be constructed at a projected cost of Rs 20,000 crore. The move is
expected to boost industrialisation and development activities along the Expressway.
4. The Koyambedu- Poonamalee -Wallajahpet road will be converted to a six-lane road at a cost of Rs 1500 crore
to ease the congestion in the extended suburban areas of Chennai.
List of New Projects
 Tiruchi-Chidambaram Highway project: The budget outlay of the project is expected to be around Rs 4000
crore
 Upgradation of the Villupuram- Nagapattinam section: It is expected to be completed at a cost of Rs 6000
crore.
Projects under Bhartmala
 The six projects approved under the mega construction plan include Nagapattinam to Tuticorin (355 km),
Vellakoil-Erode (71 km), Madurai- Kollam (62 km), Madurai -Theni (44 km), Musiri -Namakkal (44 km) and
Madurai-Natham (38 km).
 Besides this, ring road development will also be taken up in Madurai, Tiruchi and Salem.
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Other Approved Construction Projects
 The Union government would be sanctioning Rs 2000 crore to the Tamil Nadu Public Works Department (PWD)
to develop the Dindigul-Kottampati road into a National Highway.
 Almost 1300 kms of State Highways will be upgraded to National Highways. The highways that will be
upgraded include Perambalur- Attur (55kms), Thoppur- Mettur-Erode (85kms), Tirupur-Ottanchatiram
(91kms) and Salem-Vanniyampadi (141kms).
 The centre will also be sanctioning amount worth Rs 2300 crore to the state to take preventive measures in
61 identified black spots where frequent accidents take place, in order to reduce the number of traffic
accidents.
 The detailed project reports for the creation of Madurai, Coimbatore and Salem bus ports – terminals with the
latest facilities like an airport will be prepared and submitted soon.
 The state’s three ports will be enhanced to facilitate exports and industrialisation and value addition under
the Sagarmala programme.
 The depth of the Tuticorin port, the second-largest port in Tamil Nadu, is also going to be increased from 14m
to 16.5 meters at a cost of Rs 3000 crore. It would help the port handle 1,30,000 tonnage vessels from the
present capacity of 60,000 tonnage ships and reduce logistic cost by 30 percent.

Union Government promulgates ordinance to amend Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
The Union Government on 23 November 2017 promulgated ordinance to amend the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016.
The Ordinance aims to prevent unscrupulous, undesirable persons from misusing the provisions of the Code. The
amendments aim to bar individuals who are wilfully defaulters and are associated with non-performing assets or are
habitually non-compliant, therefore, pose a risk to the company.
The Ordinance amends Sections 2, 5, 25, 30, 35 and 240 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 and inserts new
Sections 29A and 235A in the Code.
Clause (e) of Section 2 of the Code has been substituted with three Clauses to facilitate the commencement of Part III
of the Code relating to individuals and partnership firms in phases.
Clause (25) and (26) of Section 5 of the Code which define “Resolution Plan” and “Resolution Applicant” are amended
to provide clarity.
Section 25(2)(h) of the Code is amended to enable the Resolution Professional, with the approval of the Committee of
Creditors (CoC) to specify eligibility conditions while inviting Resolution Plans from prospective Resolution Applicants.

Centre suggests Odisha Government to enhance rural road construction target to 10000 km
The Union government on 23 October 2017 suggested to the state government of Odisha to enhance its rural road
construction target under the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) from 7,000 km to 10,000 km during the
current fiscal year.
The suggestions were made by the Union Secretary to Rural Development Minister, Amarjit Sinha to the state after
attending a high-level review meeting held under the chairmanship of the Chief Secretary of Odisha, A P Padhi.
Though the state government had set an earlier target of constructing 7,000 km roads during this fiscal year, Amarjit
Sinha said that the target should be revised considering the good progress of the Yojana’s implementation.
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Union Government constitutes Task Force for drafting New Direct Tax Legislation
The Union Government on 22 November 2017 constituted a Task Force to review Income-tax Act, 1961 and to draft a
new Direct Tax Law in consonance with economic needs of the country.
Arbind Modi, Member (Legislation) of CBDT, will be the Convener of the task force.
The other members of the task force are:






Girish Ahuja, non-official Director of State Bank of India
Rajiv Memani, Chairman & Regional Managing Partner of E&Y
Mukesh Patel, Practicing Tax Advocate, Ahmedabad
Mansi Kedia, Consultant, ICRIER, New Delhi
G.C. Srivastava, Retd IRS (1971 Batch) and Advocate

Besides, Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) Arvind Subramanian will be a permanent Special Invitee in the Task Force.
The task force will draft an appropriate Direct Tax Legislation keeping in view the direct tax system prevalent in various
countries, international best practices and economic needs of the country.

CCEA approves expansion of Beti Bachao Beti Padhao for Pan India coverage
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) on 22 November 2017 approved the expansion of Beti Bachao Beti
Padhao (BBBP) scheme for Pan India reach covering all the 640 districts (as per census 2011) of the Country.
The committee approved a total outlay of Rs 1132.5 Crore for Beti Bachao Beti Padhao expansion for the duration
2017-18 to 2019-20.
The expansion under Beti Bachao Beti Padhao scheme came following the successful implementation of the scheme
in 161 districts of the country.
Key Highlights
 Out of 640 districts, BBBP is currently getting implemented in 161 districts.
 The expansion includes Multi sectoral intervention in 244 districts in addition to existing 161 districts and 235
districts will be covered through Alert District Media, Advocacy and Outreach.
 The Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Scheme was launched by the Prime Minister on 22 January 2015 at Panipat,
Haryana.
 It is a comprehensive programme that aims to address the declining Child Sex Ratio (CSR) and issues related
to empowerment of women.
 The CSR, defined as number of girls per 1000 boys in the age group of 0-6 years, declined sharply from 976 in
1961 to 918 in Census 2011. Resultantly, Union Government launched this scheme to improve this ratio.

Union Cabinet approves Wage Policy for workmen in Central Public Sector Enterprises
The Union Cabinet on 22 November 2017 approved the Wage Policy for the 8th Round of Wage Negotiations for
workmen in Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs).
There are about 12.34 lakh employees in 320 CPSEs in the country.
CPSEs Management will be free to negotiate wage revision for workmen where the period of wage settlement of five
years or ten years has expired generally on 31 December 2016.
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Union Cabinet approves continuation of Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs Scheme
The Union Cabinet on 22 November 2017 approved the continuation of the scheme on Indian Institute of Corporate
Affairs (IICA) for another three financial years from 2017-18 to 2019-20.
Moreover, the Cabinet also approved the provision of Grants-in-aid of Rs 18 crore to the Institute.
With the continuation, the training programs, research activities and projects conducted by the Institute will enhance
the skill sets resulting in increased employability of students as well as professionals.
It will lead IICA to become an Institute of National importance, thereby becoming an engine of growth leading to
increased economic activity.

Cabinet approves setting up of the 15th Finance Commission
The Union Cabinet led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 22 November 2017 approved the setting up of the 15th
Finance Commission.
The decision was a constitutional obligation under Article 280 (1) of the Constitution. The Terms of Reference for the
15th Finance Commission will be notified soon.
According to Article 280(1) of the Constitution, a Finance Commission (FC) should be constituted within two years
from the commencement of this Constitution and thereafter at the expiration of every fifth year or at such earlier time
as the President considers necessary.

Union Cabinet approves India's Membership for European Bank for Reconstruction & Development
The Union Cabinet on 22 November 2017 approved India's Membership for European Bank for Reconstruction &
Development (EBRD).
The Department of Economic Affairs under the Union Ministry of Finance has been tasked to acquire the membership
of the EBRD.
Impact of India's Membership for European Bank for Reconstruction & Development
 It will enhance India's international profile and promote its economic interests.
 It will provide access to EBRD's Countries of Operation and offer sector knowledge.
 It will increase the scope of cooperation between India and EBRD through co-financing opportunities in
manufacturing, services, Information Technology, and Energy.
 It will help India leverage the technical assistance and sectoral knowledge of the bank for the benefit of
development of private sector.

Cabinet approves expansion of umbrella scheme ‘Mission for Protection and Empowerment for Women’
The Union Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi gave its approval for
expansion of the schemes of WCD Ministry under umbrella Scheme ‘Mission for Protection and Empowerment for
Women’ for a period 2017-18 to 2019-20.
The cabinet also approved a new scheme called ‘Mahila Shakti Kendra', which will empower rural women through
community participation to create an environment in which they realise their full potential. The cabinet has also
approved expansion under BetiBachaoBetiPadhao based on the successful implementation in 161 districts.
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The total cost incurred during the expansion period will be Rs 3,636.85 crore with the Centre’s share being around Rs
3,084.96 crore.
Key Benefits
 The approved sub-schemes are all social sector welfare schemes, the main focus of which are care, protection
and development of women.
 The schemes will also aim at improving the declining Child Sex Ratio, ensuring survival and protection of the
girl child, ensuring her education and empowering her to fulfil her potential.
 It will provide an interface for rural women to approach the government for availing their entitlements and
for empowering them through training and capacity building.
Key activities of the Umbrella Scheme
 The new scheme "Mahila Shakti Kendra (MSK)" is pictured to work at various levels.
 While, National level (domain based knowledge support) and State level (State Resource Centre for Women)
structures will provide technical support to the respective government on issues related to women, the District
and Block level Centres will provide support to MSK and also give a foothold to BBBP in 640 districts to be
covered in a phased manner.
 Community engagement through Student Volunteers is envisioned in 115 most backward districts as part of
the MSK Block level initiatives.

Union Cabinet approves revised salaries, pension for Supreme Court and High Court judges
The Union Cabinet on 22 November 2017 approved the revision in the salaries, gratuity, allowances, pension of the
Judges and retired Judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts.
The move came following the implementation of recommendations of the 7th Central Pay Commission in respect of
Civil Servants.
The revision in salaries and allowances will pave the way for necessary amendments in the two laws such as Supreme
Court Judges (Salaries and Conditions of Service) Act, 1958 and High Court Judges (Salaries and Conditions of Service)
Act, 1954.
Both of these Acts govern the salaries of Chief Justice of India (CJI), Judges of Supreme Court of India, Chief Justices
and all Judges of High Courts.
The increase in the salary and allowances will benefit 31 Judges of Supreme Court of India (including the CJI) and 1079
Judges and Chief Justices of High Courts.

SBI launches integrated digital platform YONO
State Bank of India (SBI) on 24 November 2017 launched country’s first integrated lifestyle and banking digital service
application named YONO or ‘You Only Need One’.
YONO app will be the first digital banking platform that will allow customers to meet their lifestyle needs including
booking and renting cabs, entertainment, dining experience, travel and stay, etc.
All the financial services product from SBI and its subsidiaries SBI Life, SBI General, SBI Mutual Fund, SBI Caps and SBI
Cards will be integrated on the app.
YONO will offer customised products and offers from over 60 e-commerce sites, besides a range of banking and
financial services.
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It will allow customers to meet their lifestyle needs across 14 categories including entertainment, travel, medical needs
and so on.
It will also offer customised offers and discounts to customers. To provide such offers, SBI has partnered with ecommerce sites including Amazon, Uber, Ola, Myntra, Jabong, Shoppers Stop, Yatra, etc.
It will be the first platform to offer online purchase and view of insurance policies within the portal, without redirecting
customer to respective service providers.

15th Finance Commission constituted under the chairmanship of NK Singh
The Union Government on 27 November 2017 constituted Fifteenth Finance Commission under the chairmanship of
former bureaucrat NK Singh. The Commission will make recommendations for five years commencing on 1 April 2020.
Constituted under clause (1) of article 280 of the Indian Constitution, the commission came into force with the
approval President Ram Nath Kovind.
The other members of the 15th Finance Commission are Shaktikanta Das, former Secretary to Union Government and
Anoop Singh, Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University.
While, Chairman of Bandhan Bank Ashok Lahiri and Member of NITI Aayog Ramesh Chand will be the Part time
members of the Commission. Arvind Mehta will be the Secretary to the Commission.
The Commission will submit its report by 30 October 2019.
Terms of Reference of 15th Finance Commission
 It will make recommendations on the distribution of net proceeds of taxes between Centre and States.
 It will recommend the principles which will govern the grants-in-aid of the revenues of the States out of the
Consolidated Fund of India.
 It will recommend measures needed to augment the Consolidated Fund of a State to supplement the resources
of the Panchayats and Municipalities on the basis of the recommendations made by the State Finance
Commission.
 It will review the current status of the finance, deficit, debt levels, cash balances and fiscal discipline efforts of
the Centre and the States and recommend a fiscal consolidation roadmap for sound fiscal management.
 It will look at the resources of the Central Government and the State Governments for the five years
commencing on 1 April 2020 on the basis of the levels of tax and the non-tax revenues.
The 15th Finance Commission may propose measurable performance-based incentives for States in following areas:






Efforts made by the States under GST
Efforts and progress made in moving towards replacement rate of population growth
Achievements in implementation of schemes of Government
Progress made in increasing capital expenditure and eliminating losses of power sector.
Progress made in increasing tax and non-tax revenues, promoting savings by adoption of Direct Benefit
Transfers and Public Finance Management System
 Progress made by promoting digital economy
 Progress made in promoting ease of doing business
 Progress made in sanitation, solid waste management and bringing in behavioural change to end open
defecation.
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Amazon launches special store 'Saheli' for women entrepreneurs
American online retailer Amazon has launched a new programme — Amazon Saheli — aimed at empowering and
enabling women entrepreneurs across the country to sell their products on its marketplace.
Amazon India has collaborated with organisations that work with towards encouraging women entrepreneurship,
including Sewa (Self-employed Women's Association) and Impulse Social Enterprise.
Women entrepreneurs associated with these partner organisations will be able to offer their products to Amazon.in
customers through a dedicated storefront, 'the Saheli Store', Amazon said in a statement today.
The company had earlier this year conducted a pilot for the store in Nagaland earlier this year in association with NSDC
and the state government. Around 50 independent women entrepreneurs attended the workshop for two days.

Meredith Corporation to acquire Time Inc. for USD 2.8 billion
US media company Meredith Corporation on 27 November 2017 announced to acquire Time Inc., the publisher of
Sports Illustrated and Fortune magazines, for USD 2.8 billion in all-cash deal.
Meredith will pay USD 18.50 for per share of Time Inc. which totals at about USD 1.85 billion. However, Time Inc.'s
debt will raise the total value of the deal to about USD 2.8 billion.
Out of the total sum, billionaire brothers Charles and David Koch will contribute USD 650 million via their privateequity firm Koch Equity Development.
The deal has been unanimously approved by the Boards of Directors of Meredith and Time Inc. The deal is expected
to close during the first quarter of year 2018.

Axis Bank launches ripple-powered instant payment service for retail and corporate customers
Axis Bank, India's third-largest private sector bank, has launched instant international payment services using Ripple's
enterprise blockchain technology solution.
The bank has launched a service for its retail customers in India to receive payments from RAKBANK in UAE and for its
corporate customers in India to receive payments from Standard Chartered Bank in Singapore.
Ripple makes international remittances faster and transparent for customers while ensuring security and improving
efficiencies. The transactions reach their destination account in minutes, with the certainty of settlement, and with
end-to-end visibility over the journey of the payment.

Arun Jaitley launches Paytm Payments Bank
After its beta launch in May, Paytm on Tuesday formally launched Paytm Payments Bank. India's largest digital wallet
firm, which aims to bring half-a-billion Indians into 'mainstream economy', is now offering accounts holders of Paytm
Payments Bank benefits like zero-balance account, free IMPS, NEFT, RTGS, UPI transactions and a complimentary
virtual Rupay cards for online transactions.
Paytm Payments Bank account holders will be able to earn an interest of 4 per cent on savings every month. Besides
issuing a free digital card at the time of account opening, Paytm account holders will also be offered a free insurance
cover of up to Rs 2 lakh in case of death or permanent disability according to the terms and conditions, Paytm said.
Payments Banks are a new set of differentiated banks introduced by the Reserve Bank of India to extend deposit and
payments services to millions of unbanked and underbanked Indians. As a payments bank, Paytm can now offer
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banking services like debit cards, online banking, mobile banking, and also accept deposits up to Rs1 lakh per customer
in a savings account.
To facilitate verification of account holders, Paytm plans to invest $500 million in KYC (Know Your Customer)
operations. It is setting up KYC centres across India to complete the KYC formalities for customers and make them
eligible for a payments bank account. A user can add up to Rs 20,000 in a calendar month in Paytm Wallet. However,
a KYC (Know Your Customer) verified user can maintain up to Rs 1,00,000 at any point of time.

ADB approves $500-mn loan for rural roads in five states
Multilateral funding agency Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Wednesday said it will provide a $500 million loan to
improve rural road connectivity in five states, including Assam and West Bengal.
The board of directors of ADB has approved the multi-tranche financing facility (MFF) for the 'Second Rural
Connectivity Investment Programme' to improve rural roads in five states of India, ADB said in a statement.
Under this project, ADB will invest to construct and upgrade over 12,000-kilometre rural roads in Assam, Madhya
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha and West Bengal. It will also support state governments to improve rural road
maintenance and safety.
ADB is building on the success of previous assistance for rural roads in India. The agency will work closely with the
government to improve connectivity for the rural people to access markets, health centers, education and other
opportunities, Heriawan said.

India, UK to sign MoU to transform Urban Transport Sector
India and United Kingdom will be signing a MoU in the urban transport sector for cooperation in policy planning,
technology transfer and institutional organisation.
The draft MoU for the same was discussed during the meeting of Union Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari and UK
Secretary of State for Transport Chris Grayling in London on 27 November 2017.
The draft MoU seeks to facilitate cooperation in the transport sector and enable the sharing of expertise and latest
technology between the two nations in order to promote efficient mobility solutions.

PM Narendra Modi launches Hyderabad Metro Rail Project
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 28 November 2017 inaugurated the first phase of the 72-km elevated Hyderabad
Metro Rail project. PM Modi also took a ride on the train on its inaugural run from Miyapur station to Kukatpally
station.
The 30-km stretch between Miyapur and Nagole in the first phase is the longest for any metro in the country at the
time of inauguration.
Moreover, PM Modi also launched the mobile app named 'T Savari' for Metro passengers.
The first phase of Hyderabad Metro Rail project has 24 stations in 30-km stretch between Miyapur and Nagole.
Hyderabad metro rail is the largest project of its kind in the world in the public-private-partnership (PPP) mode.
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NSDC,THSC sign MoU with Airbnb to boost alternate hospitality sector
The National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) and Tourism and Hospitality Sector Skill Council (THSC) signed a
tripartite Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Airbnb in Delhi on 28 November 2017.
The MoU aims to provide hospitality skills training to hospitality micro-entrepreneurs in India. Speaking on the
occasion, Union Minister for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Dharmendra Pradhan said, “We believe that
this partnership will help augment Skill India Mission by bringing in best global practices for the training of small
hospitality entrepreneurs.”
The Minister further stated that the domestic tourism has immense potential in India and this partnership will benefit
the ecosystem by creating opportunities for women and youth.

US-India Business Council launches WISE Initiative in India
The US-India Business Council (USIBC) on 27 November 2017 launched a collaborative initiative for Women
Entrepreneurs titled 'Women for Women Innovators, Social Leaders & Entrepreneurs' (WISE).
The program was launched during USIBC’s Road to GES event 'Creating the Foundations of Innovation'.
WISE will be led by Country Head of Intel India Nivruti Rai, CMD of Biocon Limited of Kiran Mazumdar Shaw, Chairman
of IBM India of Vanitha Narayanan, MD of Kalaari Capital of Vani Kola, and Producer of Girl Rising Amita Vyas.

Non-financial Current Affairs related to India & States
Karnataka to create ecosystem for using nanotechnology across verticals
The state government of Karnataka would be creating an ecosystem to bring all stakeholders to use nanotechnology
across verticals including energy, medicine, engineering, transport and communication.
The information was shared by renowned scientist C N R Rao at a preview of the ‘Bengaluru India Nano 2017’ on 2
November 2017 in Bengaluru. "Our endeavour is to create an ecosystem for bringing industry, research and academia
on one platform with the state government support to use nanotechnology and nano science across verticals," said
Rao.

President inaugurates 21st World Congress of mental health
The 21st World Congress of Mental Health was inaugurated by President Ram Nath Kovind in New Delhi on 2
November 2017.
The conference was organised by the World Federation for Mental Health in partnership with Caring Foundation and
other institutions.
Speaking on the occasion, the President said that the World Congress of Mental Health is taking place in India for the
first time and it has come here at an appropriate moment.
The main theme of the conference is ‘Partnerships for Mental Health’.
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Indo-Kazakhstan bilateral military exercise PRABAL DOSTYK 2017 begins
The bilateral military exercise between India and Kazakhstan 'PRABAL DOSTYK 2017' began on 2 November 2017 at
Bakloh, Himachal Pradesh.
Literally defined as ‘Robust Friendship’, ‘Prabal Dostyk 2017’ is second edition of the joint military training exercise
between both countries.
The first edition of exercise was held in Karaganda region of Kazakhstan in September 2016.
The fourteen day PRABAL DOSTYK is aimed at enhancing the military ties between the two countries for achieving
interoperability between the two armies.
It also aims to acquaint both forces with each other’s operating procedures in the backdrop of counter insurgency and
counter terrorism operations under UN mandate.

Google opens first India data centre in Mumbai
Google, the information technology giant, opened its first data centre in India on Wednesday, offering customers the
ability to host applications and store data locally. This is part of its effort to compete with global rivals Amazon and
Microsoft in this country's fast-growing cloud services space.
Located in Mumbai, Google says the data and applications hosted at its new data centre will help reduce latency (the
term in a computer network for the time it takes for a packet of data to get from one designated point to another) by
20-90 per cent for end-users in Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru and Hyderabad. The company will also allow users to pay
in rupees.

Indian Air Force to participate in air exercise ‘Blue Flag-17’ in Israel
The Indian Air Force (IAF) would be participating in a two-week-long multilateral air exercise- 'Blue Flag-17'- in Israel
starting from 2 November 2017.
According to an official statement by the Defence Ministry, a 45-member contingent of the air force left to take part
in the exercise on 31 October 2017. The team led by Group Captain Maluk Singh VSM consists of personnel from
various combat elements of the IAF.
This is the first time that the Indian Air Force would be operating with its counterpart in Israel in a multilateral exercise
setting since diplomatic relations were established between the two countries in 1990.

Haryana government announces lifetime pensions for 'Hindi Satyagrahis'
The state government of Haryana on 31 October 2017 announced lifetime monthly pension of Rs 10,000 for 'Hindi
Satyagrahis' and those from the state who were jailed during the Emergency.
The state government also announced that it would be providing enhanced financial assistance to World War-II
veterans and their widows. Besides this, the state’s Chief Minister, Manohar Lal Khattar announced 10 hours electricity
supply to farmers starting from 1 November 2017.
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BRO builds world's highest motorable road in Ladakh
The Border Roads Organisation (BRO) has constructed the world's highest motorable road in Ladakh region of Jammu
and Kashmir, passing through Umlingla Top at a height of over 19,300 feet.
The feat was achieved under 'Project Himank' of the organisation. Congratulating the BRO personnel for completing
the herculean task, Chief Engineer, Project Himank, Brigadier D M Purvimath, said that constructing the road at an
altitude of over 19,300 feet was filled with life threatening challenges.

Union Government announces the launch of Food Regulatory Portal and Nivesh Bandhu portal
Union Minister of Food Processing Industries Harsimrat Kaur Badal on 1 November 2017 announced the launch of the
Food Regulatory Portal and Investor Facilitation Portal “Nivesh Bandhu” while chairing the Press Conference detailing
about the World Food India 2017 Expo.
World Food India Expo is a mega event which would showcase the entire value chain in the food sector.
'Food Regulatory Portal'
 MoFPI and FSSAI will jointly launch the 'Food Regulatory Portal', a single interface for food businesses to cater
to both domestic operations and food imports.
 Food Regulatory Portal will be a game changer for effective and transparent implementation of the food safety
laws in the country.
 The portal is strategically aligned with Union Government’s mission of One Nation, One Food Law to create an
enabling environment for businesses to operate.
'Nivesh Bandhu'
 Investor Facilitation Portal “Nivesh Bandhu” will assist investors to make informed investment decisions.
 It will provide information on Central and State Governments’ investor friendly policies, agro-producing
clusters, infrastructure, and potential areas of investment in the food processing sector.

Odisha imposes 7-month ban on fishing to protect endangered Sea turtles
The state government of Odisha on 1 November 2017 imposed a seven-month ban on sea fishing activity in order to
protect the Olive Ridley sea turtles.
The move has been brought on, as the breeding season of the endangered marine animals is approaching. The ban
will hold until 31 May 2018.
The ban on fishing activity was clamped within 20 km off the coastline of Dhamra-Devi-Rushikulya river mouth.

India sets Guinness Record for cooking 918 kgs of Khichdi
India has achieved a Guinness World Record feat while putting the spotlight on the humble Indian dish Khichdi.
At the ongoing World Food India event, 918 Kgs of Khichdi was prepared using a 1000 litres stainless steel kadhai at
the India Gate Lawns at New Delhi on Saturday, in a bid to promote Indian ingredients and cuisine and created a new
Guinness World Record.
A team of 50 people led by Chef Sanjeev Kapoor, the brand ambassador of The Great Indian Food Street, and Akshaya
Patra prepared the Khichdi. The world-record ceremony was attended by Minister of Food Processing and Industries
Harsimart Kaur Badal and Patanjali Group founder Baba Ramdev among others.
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India successfully tests its first fully indigenous Glide bomb
The Union Government announced on 3 November 2017 that an indigenously developed lightweight 'Glide' bomb was
successfully tested in Chandipur in Odisha.
The development marks a major milestone in developing such weapons. The bomb - SAAW (Smart Anti Airfield
Weapon) - was dropped from an Indian Air Force aircraft at the Integrated Test Range (ITR) in Chandipur on 2
November.
The bomb released from the aircraft and guided through precision navigation system reached the targets greater than
70 km range with high accuracies.

Union Government launches Deen Dayal SPARSH Yojana to promote philately
Union Minister of Communications Manoj Sinha on 3 November 2017 launched Deen Dayal SPARSH (Scholarship for
Promotion of Aptitude & Research in Stamps as a Hobby) Yojana, a Pan India scholarship program for school children
to increase the reach of Philately.
Philately is the hobby of collection and study of Postage stamps. It also includes collection, appreciation and research
activities on stamps and other philatelic products. Philately teaches a lot about the socio economic political reality of
the period in which the stamp is issued.
Under the SPARSH scheme, the government will award annual 920 scholarships to children of Class VI to IX having
good academic record while pursuing Philately as a hobby through a competitive selection process in all postal circles.
Every Postal Circle will select a maximum of 40 scholarships representing 10 students each from Class VI, VII, VIII and
IX.
The amount of the Scholarship will be Rs 6000 per annum at the rate of Rs 500 per month.

India, South Africa to collaborate on multi-radio telescope project
India and South would be jointly expanding their efforts in tracing the evolution of galaxies thereby, further
strengthening their 20 years of strategic partnership.
India would be participating in the multi-nation Square Kilometre Array (SKA) - a large multi radio telescope project
aimed to be built in Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, where the view of the Milky Way Galaxy is best and
radio interference least.
The telescope when built would be the world’s most powerful radio telescope and it would have a total collecting area
of approximately one square kilometre.

Railways launch main arch on world's highest bridge on Chenab
The Indian Railways has commenced the main arch of the world's highest bridge on the River Chenab in Jammu and
Kashmir's Reasi district.
This will provide direct connectivity to the Kashmir Valley.
The iconic bridge of Jammu & Kashmir will ascend 359 metres above the bed of the River Chenab and will be 30 metres
upper than the iconic Eiffel Tower in Paris.
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The start of the main arch is a remarkable effort as it requires carrying heavy segments from two ends of the bridge Kauri end and Bakkal end and involves the world longest cable crane arrangement.

Indian Army launches Joint Training Node in Shillong
The Indian Army on 4 November 2017 launched an independent and fully-integrated Joint Training Node (JTN) at
Umroi cantonment in Shilllong, Meghalaya.
The Training Node is aimed at hosting foreign armies during joint exercises.
The Joint Training Node is the first of its kind in eastern command and is different from other joint training centres
located in Belgaum, Varangte and Bakloh.
The main objective behind its creation is to provide the best possible training environment for visiting armies.

Goa to host Nobel Prize Event in February 2018
The state government of Goa on 3 November 2017 signed a trilateral memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the
Department of Biotechnology, Union Ministry of Science and Technology and Nobel Media, Sweden to host the Nobel
Prize Series - India event during 1-28 February 2018.
The event will be jointly organized by Department of Bio-Technology, Union Ministry of Science and Technology in
collaboration with Department of Science and Technology and Nobel Media AB, Sweden.
The event would be held along with a month-long exhibition brought from Nobel Museum, Sweden.

Indian telescope AstroSat measures X-ray polarisation of Crab pulsar star in Taurus constellation
India’s multi-wavelength space telescope AstroSat has been successful in measuring the X-ray polarisation of the Crab
pulsar star in the Taurus constellation. The findings were published in the journal Nature Astronomy on 6 November
2017.
The Astrosat team documented the results of their 18-month study of the Crab pulsar in the Taurus constellation and
measured the variations of polarisation as a highly-magnetised and exotic object that spins about 30 times every
second.
Taurus is the second astrological sign in the present zodiac. It spans the 30-60th degree of the zodiac.

Indo-Bangladesh joint military exercise SAMPRITI-7 begins
India and Bangladesh armies on 6 November 2017 began the joint military exercise SAMPRITI-7 in Meghalaya’s Umroi
cantonment.The exercise began with the inauguration of the up to date Joint Training Node at Umroi Cantonment
which is about 25 Km from Shillong, Meghalaya.
A total of 14 officers from the Bangladesh Army and 20 Officers from the Indian Army will be taking part in this seventh
edition of the Exercise SAMPRITI.
The Field Training Exercise (FTX) will see participation of one Infantry company each from the Bangladesh Army and
elite Red Horns Division of the Indian Army.
The joint exercise will conclude on 11 November 2017.
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The 20th International Children's Film Festival begins in India
International Children's Film Festival India (ICFFI), popularly known as the Golden Elephant began in Hyderabad,
Telangana on 8 November 2017. The festival would conclude on the occasion of Children’s Day on 14 November.
The global festival, which is held every two years, strives to bring the most imaginative cinema including both national
and international to the young audiences in India.
The festival would witness participation from over hundred thousand children and hundreds of film professionals and
eminent guests from around the world.

DRDO conducts successful flight trial of 'NIRBHAY' Cruise Missile
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) on 7 November 2017 conducted the successful test
flight of ‘NIRBHAY’, India’s first indigenously designed and developed Long Range Sub-Sonic Cruise Missile.
The missile cruised for a total time duration of 50 minutes, achieving the range of 647 km. The missile was tracked
with the help of ground based radars.

Facebook to introduce disaster response tools in India
Social media giant, Facebook has teamed up with the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) and an Indian
non-profit body – SEEDS- to offer tools to these agencies in an attempt to help them respond more effectively to
natural disasters.
Facebook would be bringing in disaster maps that would illustrate aspects such as movement of people and
concentration of Facebook users in a particular area before and after a calamity.
According to Ritesh Mehta, Facebook Head of Programs of India, South and Central Asia, the intention behind
introducing the initiatives is to help improve response efforts to natural disasters in India. He added saying that before
and after any crisis, the response organisations require accurate information to help the communities to respond,
recover and rebuild.

Telangana Assembly passes bill on prevention of dangerous activities
The state assembly of Telangana passed three key bills including one on prevention of dangerous activities.
The state assembly passed the Telangana Prevention of Dangerous Activities of Bootleggers, Dacoits, Drug Offenders,
Goondas, Immoral traffic offenders and Land grabbers (Amendment) Bill, 2017.
The bill seeks replacement of the ordinance that the state government passed about 6 months ago. While the
opposition alleged that the state government had failed in bringing down crimes, the government stated that illegal
activities had come down after the ordinance had come into force.

Government to provide 100 foreign students full scholarship to study Ayurveda
The Union government has announced that it would be providing full scholarship to 100 non-Indian students if they
study Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (Ayush) in any of the public institutions
across India.
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The announcement was made by Ayush Minister Sripad Naik who is on a three day visit to UAE to participate in the
first ever International Ayush Conference and Exhibition in Dubai.
The main aim behind the initiative is to encourage and popularise the alternative system of medicine.
The details of the application process and scholarship will soon be available with the Indian missions abroad.

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Philippines on agriculture
The Union Cabinet on 10 November 2017 gave its approval for signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between India and Philippines on agriculture and related fields.
The cabinet was chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The MoU is expected to improve bilateral cooperation in
the field of agriculture, mutually benefiting both India and Philippines.
The MoU will promote understanding of best agricultural practices in the two countries, which will in turn help achieve
better productivity along with improved global market access.

Cabinet approves creation of National Testing Agency to conduct entrance examinations
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 10 November 2017 approved creation of National
Testing Agency (NTA) as an autonomous, self-sustained organisation to conduct entrance examinations for higher
educational institutions.
The cabinet approved creation of the agency as a society registered under the Indian Societies Registration Act 1860.
To start off, the agency will be given a one-time grant of Rs 25 Cr from the Union Government.
The agency would initially conduct the entrance examinations that are currently being conducted by the CBSE.
Other examinations will be taken up gradually after NTA is fully geared up.
Significance of the NTA
 The establishment of the agency is expected to benefit around 40 lakh students appearing in various entrance
examinations.
 It will relieve CBSE, AICTE and other agencies from responsibility of conducting these entrance examinations.
NTA Members
 The agency will be chaired by an eminent educationist appointed by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development.
 It will also have a CEO/ Director General, who will be appointed by the Union Government.
 The Director General will be assisted by 9 verticals headed by academicians/ experts.

Youth Affairs Minister releases India Youth Development Index and Report 2017
Union Minister of State for Youth Affairs and Sports (Independent Charge) Rajyavardhan Rathore released the India
Youth Development Index (YDI) and Report 2017 in New Delhi on 13 November 2017.
The index has been developed by the Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Youth Development (RGNIYD) in Tamil Nadu.
The main aim behind constructing the index is to track the trends in Youth Development across the states.
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Key Highlights
 The index will help recognise the high and low performing states, indentify the weak domains and inform the
policy makers about the priority areas of intervention for youth development in the states.
 The construction of the index was done using the latest definition of youth as used in National Youth Policy –
2014 (India) and World Youth Development Report of Commonwealth (15 – 29 years) as well as using the
Commonwealth Indicators in order to facilitate Global comparison.
 In the India Youth Development Index 2017, the first five dimensions are retained same as that of Global YDI.

WCD Ministry to host ‘Hausala 2017’ to celebrate Child Rights Week
The Ministry of Women and Child Development would be celebrating the Child Rights Week by hosting ‘Hausala 2017’
festival from 16-20 November 2017.
The festival will be hosted by the Ministry as an Inter CCI Festival for the children who reside in Child Care Institutions
(CCIs). The week was chosen as the nation celebrates the Children’s Day on 14 November and the International Child
Rights Day is celebrated annually on 20 November.
The week-long festival will provide an occasion to showcase the talents of children from various child care institutions
across the country and provide them with a space to express their dreams and aspirations.

India’s first-ever ‘Air Dispensary’ to be set up in Northeast
India’s first-ever ‘Air Dispensary’ based in a helicopter is set to come up in the northeast. The Union Ministry of
Development of Northeast (DoNER) has already contributed Rs 25 crore as part of the initial funding for the initiative.
The information was shared by DoNER Minister Jitendra Singh on 12 November 2017 after a meeting with the
representatives of Aviation Sector and helicopter service/Pawan Hans.

Google Doodle celebrates 151st Birthday of Cornelia Sorabji, India's first female advocate
Google Doodle on 15 November 2017 honoured Cornelia Sorabji, India's first female advocate, on her 151st Birthday.
Sorabji was the first woman to graduate in law from India in 1892 and was the first Indian citizen to attend a British
University.
Jasjyot Singh Hans created the Google doodle with Sorabji in front of the Allahabad High Court, where she started her
career as pleader.
All over again, Cornelia appeared for LLB examination in Bombay University with an aim to obtain a law degree. She
became the first woman graduate of Bombay University.
In 1899, she cleared the pleader examination in Allahabad High Court but she was not acknowledged as a barrister.

Japan to relax visa rules for Indians from 1 January
Japan will relax its visa rules for Indians from 1 January 2018 and issue multiple- entry-visa for short-term stay.
The move is expected to benefit tourists and business persons as well as repeat visitors. The relaxed visa regime will
not only have simplification of visa application documents but also expansion of scope of eligible applicants.
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Under the simplification of visa application documents, the applicant’s employment certificate and explanation letter
stating the reason will be exempted in cases of applying for multiple-entry-visa.

Joint Training Doctrine Indian Armed Forces 2017 released
The Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Sunil Lanba on 14 November 2017 released ‘Joint Training Doctrine Indian Armed
Forces 2017’.
It is for the first time in the history of the Armed Forces that Joint Training Doctrine has been publicized.
The aim of the Doctrine is to promote synergy and integration amongst the three Services- Army, Navy and Air force
for enhanced efficiency and optimum utilisation of resources.

‘Ek Bharat-Shreshtha Bharat’ Yojana: Madhya Pradesh becomes Partner of Manipur and Nagaland
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Ekta Diwas on the occasion of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel’s anniversary on 31st
October 2015 started ‘Ek Bharat-Shreshtha Bharat’ Yojana with an objective to strengthen cultural relations of various
parts of the country and to embolden the mutual connection between the people dwelling in different states.
Under the ‘Ek Bharat-Shreshtha Bharat’ scheme, Madhya Pradesh has been made a partner of Nagaland and Manipur.
The Madhya Pradesh government has made its Higher Education Department as a nodal department to execute the
scheme. An eight member’s team from Madhya Pradesh has also toured Manipur and Nagaland in this regard.
The Madhya Pradesh will participate in Sangai Mahotsav which is being organized in Manipur from 21st to 30th
November. likewise, teams from Nagaland and Manipur will take part in ‘Lok Rang’ and ‘Bal Rang’ programmes to
present their cultural programmes and to impart people with their culture.
Similarly, their one team will participate in the march past on the occasion of Republic Day- January 26 and
Independence Day - August 15.

NGT directs Delhi Government to seize 10-year-old diesel taxis
National Green Tribunal has directed the state government of Delhi to seize 10-year-old diesel taxis without any delay
as they cause air pollution.
The decision was taken by a bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice Swatanter Kumar. The bench observed that a
large number of diesel taxis are operating in the national capital, which is in violation of the judgment and directions
issued by the Supreme Court.

Target for bio-toilet installation in all trains advanced to December 2018
The target of installing bio-toilets in all the coaches of Indian Railways has been extended to December 2018.
The information was shared by a member of Railways Ministry, Ravindra Gupta while speaking at an event organised
in Bonn, Germany on 15 November 2017.
The member stated that under the dynamic guidance of Railway Minister Piyush Goyal, the target of 100 per cent
completion of installing bio-toilets in the Indian Railways coaches has been advanced to December 2018.
The member was speaking at an event that was organised to highlight Railway Ministry's efforts towards a low-carbon
pathway and overall sustainable mobility initiatives in the Indian transport sector.
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Union Government prepones introduction of BS-VI grade auto fuels in Delhi to 2018 instead of 2020
Considering the serious pollution levels in Delhi and adjoining areas, the Union Petroleum Ministry on 15 November
2017 announced the preponement of introduction of BS (Bharat Stage)-VI grade auto fuels in National Capital
Terrirtory, Delhi with effect from 1 April 2018 instead of 1 April 2020.
The decision was taken in consultation with Public Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs). These OMCs were also asked to
examine the possibility of introduction of BS-VI auto fuels in the whole of NCR area with effect from April 2019.
The decision is aimed at reducing the vehicular emissions and improving the fuel efficiency to reduce the carbon
footprints and keep a healthy environment.

NCPCR celebrates ‘Baal Utsav’ as part of Hausla-2017
The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) celebrated Baal Utsav on 18 November 2017 as a part
of Hausla-2017, a week-long festival organised by Women and Child Development Ministry for children living in Child
Care Institutions (CCIs) across the country.
The programme saw participation from over 1000 children. It also saw participation from child artists, actors, theatre
artists, musicians, members of WCD Ministry and NCPCR and several non-government organisations from Delhi and
NCR region.
Speaking on the occasion, Minister of State for Women and Child Development, Virendra Kumar expressed happiness
at the presence of such a large number of children and said that children are the key to success and development of
the country.

Union Government launches Saubhagya Web Portal
Union Minister of State for Power and Renewable Energy RK Singh on 16 November 2017 launched the Web Portal for
Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana ‘Saubhagya’. The portal can be accessed at http://saubhagya.gov.in.
The Saubhagya Web portal will ensure transparency and will accelerate household electrification in rural as well as
urban areas in the country.
Through Saubhagya Web portal, every State can fill in the current status of progress of electrification works which will
enable accountability for the State utility/ DISCOM.

INS Sarvekshak reaches Dar-Es-Salaam to conduct Joint Hydrographic Survey with Tanzanian Navy
INS Sarvekshak, a hydrographic survey ship of Southern Naval Command, arrived Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania on 15
November 2017 for conducting Joint Hydrographic Survey along with the Tanzanian Navy.
The Joint Hydrographic Survey is being conducted with an aim to boost bilateral relations with friendly foreign
countries and navies in the Indian ocean region.
The joint survey will be conducted with the Naval personnel of Tanzania who have been trained in India in National
Institute of Hydrography, Goa.
The ship will visit Dar-es-Salaam harbour in Tanzania for refuelling and replenishing stores and provisions.
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Union Health Ministry introduces Daily Drug Regimen for treatment of Tuberculosis
The Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare on 17 November 2017 launched Daily Drug Regimen for treatment
of Tuberculosis (TB) across the country under The Revised National TB Control Programme (RNTCP).
Earlier, the Health Ministry was providing the treatment of tuberculosis thrice weekly, however it has now decided to
change the treatment strategy for TB patients from thrice weekly to daily drug regimen using fixed dose combinations
(FDC) for treatment.
The move is aimed at bringing the transformation in the approach and the intensity to deal with this disease which
accounts for about 4.2 lakh deaths every year.

India-Myanmar begin joint army exercise IMBAX
The India-Myanmar Bilateral Army Exercise (IMBAX) began on 20 November 2017 at the Joint Warfare Centre at Umroi
Cantonment, about 25 km from Shillong, capital of Meghalaya.
The week-long army warfare exercise is the first-ever one to be held in India. It is aimed at building and promoting
closer relations with armies of the neighbouring countries. It will conclude on 25 November 2017.
The exercise will see participation from a total of 15 officers from the Myanmar Army and 16 officers from the Indian
Army.

India, Russia ink deal to grant visa-free entry to airline pilots, crew
India and Russia have agreed to implement the general declaration for visa-free entry of the crew of chartered and
scheduled flights between the two countries.
A pact on the issue was signed recently by officials of the two countries, a home ministry official said today.
The agreement will facilitate visa-free entry, stay and exit of crew of aircraft of the designated airlines as well as other
aircraft companies operating chartered and special flights in the respective territories on reciprocal basis.

Nagaland, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Dadra & Nagar Haveli, Daman & Diu sign MoU under UDAY Scheme
The Union Government on 20 November 2017 signed four Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) respectively with
the State of Nagaland and Union Territories (UTs) Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Daman &
Diu under UDAY Scheme for operational improvements.
With the signing of these 4 four MoUs, a total of 27 states and 4 Union Territories have now joined the UDAY Scheme.
The agreements were signed on the occasion of the second anniversary of Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY).
These four State and UTs joined the UDAY Scheme only for operational improvement and will not undergo financial
restructuring under the scheme.
By joining the scheme, Nagaland will enjoy an overall net benefit of Rs 551 crores, Andaman & Nicobar will fetch Rs
18 crores, Dadra & Nagar Haveli will be benefitted by Rs 13 crores and Daman & Diu will gain Rs 10 crores.

International Seminar on Indian Space Programme inaugurated in Delhi
The International Seminar on Indian Space Programme: ‘Trends and Opportunities for Industry’ was inaugurated in
New Delhi on 20 November 2017.
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The seminar was organised by Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), Antrix Corporation Limited (the commercial
arm of ISRO) in coordination with Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI).
Main Objective
 The objective of the two-day conference was to:
- Deliberate on the best practices.
- Pursue ongoing discussion process to support further work of India's Space Sector.
- Facilitate arriving at a rational framework where in India's Space Sector can start expanding the
domestic and global opportunities through enhanced partnerships and collaborations.
 The seminar mainly aims to highlight the achievements and major milestones of Indian Space Sector in recent
past and the future programs and plans.

42nd International Congress of Military Medicine begins
The 42nd World Congress of the International Committee of Military Medicine (ICMM) began on 19 November 2017.
The congress was organised by the Armed Forces Medical Services (AFMS) under the aegis of the Ministry of Defence
(MoD).
The theme of 42nd World Congress is 'Military Medicine in Transition: Looking Ahead'.
The ICMM is an international inter-governmental organisation created in 1921 with its secretariat at Brussels in
Belgium and currently has 112 nations as members.
The five-day event is being organised for the first time in India, and is the largest medical conference ever organised
by the Armed Forces Medical Services.

PM Narendra Modi launches UMANG App
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 23 November 2017 launched the UMANG App, a platform that brings 162
government services on a single mobile app.
The UMANG App was launched with an aim to make the government accessible on the mobile phone of the citizens.
The app was launched during the fifth edition of the Global Conference on Cyberspace.
The app provides a unified approach where you can install one application to avail multiple government services.
UMANG stands for 'Unified Mobile Application for New-age Governance' and is envisaged to make e-governance.

Home Ministry to conduct mega mock exercise on tsunami preparedness
The Ministry of Home Affairs through National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) and the Indian National Centre
for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS) would be conducting a multi-State mega mock exercise on tsunami
preparedness on 24 November 2017.
The exercise will be simultaneously conducted in 31 coastal districts across four States including West Bengal, Odisha,
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu and Union Territory Puducherry along with the entire Eastern Coast.
The disaster scenario will simulate tsunami waves originating due to a high-intensity earthquake near the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, which will lead to a massive tsunami along the East Coast.
Participants from 11 Pacific Island countries will observe the entire exercise to take away key lessons and best practices
to be adopted while preparing for a disaster situation.
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The exercise is one of the various activities planned on the occasion of the 2nd World Tsunami Awareness Day, which
was observed on 5 November.

Union government initiates 'safe-city' plan for women in 8 metropolitan cities
The Union government has initiated the process of formulating comprehensive 'safe-city' plans for women in eight
metropolitan cities of the country. The process was kick-started during a Steering Committee meeting chaired by Union
Home Secretary Rajiv Gauba on 22 November 2017.
During the meeting, a comprehensive review was undertaken to measure the progress and examine steps taken by
the police and civil administration for women's safety.
The plan will be implemented in cities including Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Lucknow
and Hyderabad.

India is one of top global cybercrime hotspots: study
According to the latest study, Asia-Pacific region accounts for more than half of the world’s Internet users and is the
biggest region globally in terms of e-commerce sales, has seen a massive rise in cybercrime.
As per the APAC Cybercrime Report 2017 by Threat Metrix, cybercrime in the Asia-Pacific region is growing with attacks
becoming more organized and sophisticated. It is because of the rapid digital transformation spurred by massive
economic growth.
India, China, Japan, and Vietnam are now some of the top cybercrime hotspots in the world, with China ranking second
behind the US as the biggest source of global threats.
This region continues to display its susceptibility to malware, with India, Indonesia, and the Philippines among the top
countries with the maximum number of malware infections.

Brahmos missile successfully flight-tested from Sukhoi fighter aircraft
World’s fastest Supersonic Cruise Missile Brahmos on 22 November 2017 created history after it was successfully
flight-tested from the Indian Air Force’s (IAF) frontline fighter aircraft Sukhoi-30MKI for the first time.
After being dropped from the Sukhoi-30MKI, the missile’s engine fired up and propelled towards the intended target
at the sea in Bay of Bengal. Weighing 2.5 ton, Brahmos is the heaviest weapon to be deployed on Su-30 fighter aircraft
modified to carry weapons.

Google Doodle honours first Indian woman physician Rukhmabai on her 153rd birth anniversary
Google Doodle on 22 November 2017 honoured Rukhmabai Raut, the first Indian woman to practice medicine in
colonial India, on her 153rd birth anniversary.
The Doodle, designed by illustrator Shreya Gupta, shows Rukhmabai among her patients, doing the dedicated work of
a skilled physician.
Rukhmabai was also known for asserting her right to consent in marriage at a time when rights for women were rarely
given any kind of importance.
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Union Government bans LED lights on mechanised fishing vessels
The Union Government has banned the use of LED lights and other artificial lights on mechanised fishing vessels in an
attempt to protect the marine ecology.
The information was shared by Union Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan Singh on 21 November 2017, on the occasion
of the World Fisheries Day.
The government has also placed a ban on the practice of bull- trawling, purse seining and gill netting operations in the
Indian exclusive economic zone (EEZ) beyond territorial waters.

Union Government sends a proposal to UN for declaring year 2018 as International Year of Millets
Union Minister for Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Radha Mohan Singh on 22 November 2017 sent a proposal to United
Nations (UN) for declaring the year 2018 as ‘International Year of Millets’.
If accepted by UN, the proposal will raise awareness about millets among consumers, policy makers, industry and
Research and Development sector. This will directly benefit the future generations of farmers as well as consumers.
As per the government, Millets are Smart Food as they are 'Good for You, Good for the Farmer and Good for the
Planet'.

India, Russia sign anti-terror agreement
India and Russia on 27 November 2017 signed an agreement to help each other in combating terrorism. The agreement
was signed by Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh and Russia's Interior Minister Vladimir Kolokoltsev in Moscow after
they held wide-ranging talks.
This new agreement between India and Russia will replace the October 1993 agreement between both the countries.
This agreement will help in expanding and deepening cooperation on issues related to internal security.
During the meeting, both the sides also emphasized the strength of the relationship between India and Russia that has
been consolidate over the past 70 years in all areas.

ISRO to launch Aditya L-1 Mission to study the Sun in 2019
The India Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) will launch its first solar mission Aditya-L1 in 2019. It will be ISRO's
and India's first dedicated mission to study the Sun.
The mission aims to put 1500-kg heavy class Aditya-L1 satellite into halo orbit around Lagrangian point L1, a point
between Sun and Earth. This point is at a distance of about 1.5 million km from earth.
The mission will provide observations of Sun's Photosphere (soft and hard X-ray), Chromosphere (UV) and corona
(Visible and NIR). The particle payloads will study particle flux emanating from the Sun and reaching the L1 orbit and
magnetometer payload will measure the variation in magnetic field strength at the halo orbit.
The satellite will carry few additional payloads with enhanced scope and objectives. These payloads are:
 Visible Emission Line Coronagraph (VELC): It will study the diagnostic parameters of solar corona and origin of
Coronal Mass Ejections; magnetic field measurement of solar corona.
 Solar Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (SUIT): It will image the spatially resolved Solar Photosphere and
Chromosphere near Ultraviolet (200-400 nm) and will measure solar irradiance variations.
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 Aditya Solar wind Particle Experiment (ASPEX) : It will study the variation of solar wind properties as well as its
distribution and spectral characteristics.
 Plasma Analyser Package for Aditya (PAPA) : It will understand the composition of solar wind and its energy
distribution.
 Solar Low Energy X-ray Spectrometer (SoLEXS) : It will monitor the X-ray flares for studying the heating
mechanism of the solar corona.
 High Energy L1 Orbiting X-ray Spectrometer (HEL1OS): It will observe the dynamic events in the solar corona
and provide an estimate of the energy used to accelerate the particles during the eruptive events.
 Magnetometer: It will measure the magnitude and nature of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field.

Defence of Andaman & Nicobar Islands Exercise 2017 held
The Defence of Andaman and Nicobar Islands Exercise 2017 (DANX-17) was conducted under the aegis of Andaman &
Nicobar Command from 20 November 2017 to 24 November 2017.
For carrying out the exercise, the joint planning and integrated approach was adopted, aimed at synergistic application
of forces.
The key purpose of the exercise was to practice and validate procedures and drills of all the Command forces aimed
at defending Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
Accretional forces from the main land including fighters, Special Forces, Naval ships and heavy lift transport aircraft
participated in the exercise.

Indian Coast Guard conducts marine pollution response exercise ‘Clean Sea- 2017’
The Indian Coast Guard on 29 November 2017 conducted a Regional Level Marine Oil Pollution Response Exercise
'Clean Sea - 2017' at sea off Port Blair, capital of Andaman and Nicobar Islands .
The main objective of the exercise was to ascertain the preparedness of the Indian Coast Guard, resource agencies
and other stakeholders in responding to a major oil spill in line with the provisions of the National Oil Spill Disaster
Contingency Plan.

India and Italy sign MoU for enhanced cooperation in health sector
India and Italy on 29 November 2017 signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for enhanced cooperation in
the health sector.
The agreement was signed by Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare J P Nadda and Health Minister of Italy Beatrice
Lorenzin.
The MoU is aimed at establishing comprehensive inter-ministerial and inter-institutional cooperation between the two
countries in the field of health.
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Appointments in November, 2017
India
Person Name

Position

Organisation/Country

Vikas Seth
Shamika Ravi

Chief Executive Officer
Part-time member

Justice Antony Dominic
Hasmukh Adhia
Phanindra Sama (RedBus Cofounder)
Debjani Ghosh

Acting Chief Justice
Secretary
Chief Innovation Officer

Bharti AXA Life Insurance
Economic Advisory Council to the
Prime Minister (EAC-PM)
Kerala High Court
Finance
Telangana

Bhaskar Ganguly
Urjit Patel

Ombudsman
Financial Stability Institute Advisory
Board
Director General
first woman to be inducted as Pilot
Chairman

Ira Joshi
Shubhangi Swaroop
Badri Narain Sharma
Snehlata Shrivastava
N Sambasiva Rao
Dia Mirza

First Woman President

Secretary General
Director-General of Police (DGP)
UN Environment Goodwill
Ambassador

National Association of Software
and Service Companies (NASSCOM)
All India Football Federation (AIFF)
Bank of International Settlement
(BIS)
Doordarshan News
Indian Navy
National Anti-Profiteering Authority
(NAA) under the GST regime
Lok Sabha
Andhra Pradesh
India

World
Person Name

Position

Organisation/Country

Kenneth Juster
Audrey Azoulay (France)

US Ambassador
Chief

South African Indian-origin AIDS
researcher Professor Quarraisha
Abdool Karim
Dalveer Bhandari (India’s nominee)
Soumya Swaminathan

UNAIDS Special Ambassador

India
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)
Adolescents and HIV

Karen Pierce
Shaktikanta Das

Britain's Ambassador
Inida’s Sherpa

Re-elected
Deputy Director-General

International Court of Justice (ICJ)
Programmes (DDP) of World Health
Organization (WHO)
United Nations (UN)
G20
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Lists, Reports & Indexes
WEF releases Global Gender Gap Report 2017: India ranked 108th in its Global Gender Gap Index
The World Economic Forum (WEF) on 2 November 2017 released the Global Gender Gap Report 2017. The report
catalogues 144 countries on the basis of their progress towards gender parity and then lists them accordingly in its
Global Gender Gap Index.
These 144 countries are ranked on the basis of four thematic dimensions- Economic Participation and Opportunity,
Educational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political Empowerment.
This year, the Global Gender Gap Index 2017 is topped by Iceland, while India fetched 108th rank, slipped 21 places in
comparison with its 87th rank in 2016.
Highlights of the Global Gender Gap Index 2017
 The report describes the year 2017 as the bad year in a decade of slow but steady progress as the uniformity
between the sexes came to a halt with the widening of global gender gap for the first time since 2006, when
WEF released the report for the first time.
 A total of 68 per cent of the world’s gender gap is now closed. However, this percentage has declined in
comparison with the years 2016 and 2015, when the gap was 68.3 and 68.1 per cent respectively.
 At the current rate of progress, the global gender gap will take 100 years to close, compared to 83 last year.
 Gender parity is worst in terms of workplace gender divide, which, as estimated, will take 217 years to close.
 27 countries closed gender gap in Educational Attainment; 34 countries closed their Health and Survival
gender gaps; 13 countries closed 80 per cent of their gender gap in Economic Participation; while only Iceland
closed 70 per cent of the gap in Political Empowerment.
 Iceland remains the world’s most gender-equal country, ranked at 1st position. The country closed nearly 88
per cent of its gender gap.
 Other top 10 countries in the 2017 Global Gender Gap Index include Norway (2), Finland (3), Rwanda (4) and
Sweden (5), Nicaragua (6) and Slovenia (7), Ireland (8), New Zealand (9) and the Philippines (10).
 Among the G20 group of countries, France is ranked highest on gender parity with 11th position, followed by
Germany at 12, the United Kingdom at 15, Canada at 16, South Africa at 19 and Argentina at 34.

Forbes list of Asia’s Richest Families 2017 released: Ambani family tops the list
The 2017 Forbes list of Asia’s Richest Families was released on 15 November 2017. This year, the list is topped by
India’s Mukesh Ambani family with a net worth of USD 44.8 billion, which is USD 19 billion increase from the previous
year.
The Ambani family supersedes the Lee family of the Samsung empire to claim the first position. This is the first time
that an Indian family has topped the Forbes list of Asia’s Richest Families.
The collective wealth of Asia’s 50 richest families on the list is a record USD 699 billion, a 35 per cent increase from
last year.
South Korea’s Lee family lost their first spot this year, despite witnessing USD 11.2 billion increase in their wealth.
Owner of Samsung Electronics, Lee family owns a wealth of USD 40.8 billion this year.
Hong Kong’s Kwok family turned out to be Asia’s richest real estate family with 3rd rank in the list. Kwok family controls
Sun Hung Kai Properties with a net wealth of USD 40.4 billion.
Thailand’s Chearavanont family behind Charoen Pokphand Group, took the fourth spot on the list, with a net worth of
USD 36.6 billion.
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A total of 43 families from the 2016 list saw increase in their wealth over the past one year, due to an overall 25 per
cent jump in Asia’s stock markets.
The newcomers in the list are Chey family (39th rank) of South Korea's SK Group, Yoovidhyas of Thailand (22nd rank),
Sehgal family of India (41st rank) and Wadia family of India (42nd rank), and the Lees (30th rank) and Tungs (49th rank)
of Hong Kong.

Beyonce named World's Highest-Paid Woman in Music in 2017 by Forbes
Forbes on 21 November 2017 released the list of World's Highest-Paid Women in Music 2017. The list is topped by
Singer-Songwriter Beyonce Knowles.
Beyonce’s hit album 'Lemonade' and her world tour made her the highest-paid woman in music in 2017, followed by
Britain’s Adele and pop star Taylor Swift in second and third position respectively.
Beyonce Knowles earned a total wealth of USD 105 million from record sales and from her “Formation” concert tour.
She also has her own Ivy Park fashion line and other business interests.
Adele fetched the second spot with a total worth of USD 69 million, boosted by her first proper tour since 2011.
Taylor Swift ranked third with a wealth of USD 44 million.
Celine Dion ranked fourth with USD 42 million net worth, followed by Jennifer Lopez at fifth position with USD 38
million wealth.

Awards & Honors in November, 2017
Krishna Sobti chosen for prestigious Jnanpith award 2017
Krishna Sobti, renowned Hindi litterateur, will be honoured with the 53rd Jnanpith Award for the year 2017.
The decision was announced by the Jnanpith Selection Board at a meeting of the selection committee held on 3
November 2017. The meeting was chaired by renowned Hindi critic Namwar Singh.
The 92-year-old writer was chosen for the prestigious award for her path-breaking contribution in the field of
literature.

Veteran actor Mohan Joshi honoured with Vishnudas Bhave award
Renowned Indian film and television actor Mohan Joshi was honoured with the prestigious Vishnudas Bhave award
for his contribution to the theatre on 5 November 2017.
The award was presented to Joshi by veteran actor Jayant Sawarkar. The award is conferred in memory of Vishnudas
Bhave, the founder of Marathi theatre. It comprises a trophy, a citation and a cash prize worth Rs 25,000.
Besides plays, Joshi has acted in a number of Marathi and Hindi films including Major Saab, Baghban, Gangaajal, Garv:
Pride and Honour and more recently Yeh Hai India.
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Surat wins Best City Bus Services Award for attracting 87% of private vehicles users
Surat Municipal Corporation was on 6 November 2017 awarded with the ‘Best City Bus Services Award’ by the Union
Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs for attracting 87 per cent of the private vehicle and auto rickshaw users to use
city buses.
While, Mysuru’s Public Bicycle Sharing won the ‘Best Non-Motorised Transport’ Award and Kochi (Kerala) was chosen
for the ‘Best Urban Transport Initiative’ Award for completing its Metro Rail Project in a quick time.
The H-TRIMS of Hyderabad, the Traffic Integraged Management initiative, was awarded with the ‘Commendable
Initiative Award’ under ‘Best Intelligent Transport Project’ category. On the other hand, Chittor was chosen for the
‘Commendable Initiative Award’.

Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple wins UNESCO Asia Pacific Award of Merit 2017
The Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple of Srirangam in Tamil Nadu on 3 November 2017 won UNESCO Asia Pacific Award
of Merit 2017 for cultural heritage conservation programme. It is first temple from Tamil Nadu to win the prize from
the UN body.
The temple won the award for its efforts to protect and conserve cultural heritage.

Chennai included in UNESCO's Creative Cities Network for contribution in Music
Chennai was on 31 October 2017 included in the Creative Cities Network list of United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) for its rich musical tradition.
With this, Chennai became the third Indian city on the list of UNESCO Creative Cities list after Jaipur and Varanasi.
UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova designated 64 cities from 44 countries as UNESCO Creative Cities.
These cities join a network of UNESCO’s effort to promote innovation and creativity for a more sustainable and
inclusive urban development.
UNESCO Creative Cities Network List highlights its members’ creativity within seven fields: Crafts and Folk Art, Design,
Film, Gastronomy, Literature, Media Arts and Music. Presently, the list includes a total of 180 cities in 72 countries.

UNHCR to receive Mother Teresa Award 2017 for social justice
The United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) was on 9 November 2017 named as the recipient of
Harmony Foundation's Mother Teresa Memorial Award for Social Justice 2017 for its exceptional work worldwide.
Harmony Foundation's 2017 theme is 'Compassion Beyond Borders' and UNHCR efforts aptly fit into this theme.

National Entrepreneurship Awards 2017 announced
The Union Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE) on 9 November 2017 announced the National
Entrepreneurship Awards 2017 to encourage a culture of entrepreneurship across the country.
This is the second edition of the National Entrepreneurship Awards (NEA). The awards were instituted by MSDE in
2016.
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This year, the awards saw participation from 2880 applicants, out of which 45 were shortlisted and finally 15 were
announced as winners across defined categories.
The award includes a cash prize of Rs 5 lakh for enterprises and individuals and Rs 10 lakhs for organizations and
institutes along with a certificate and trophy.

Dipa Karmakar honoured with D.Litt. by NIT Agartala
India's star gymnast Dipa Karmakar has been conferred a D.Litt. degree from the National Institute of Technology (NIT)
Agartala.
Expressing happiness on being honoured with the degree, Karmakar said she wanted to achieve such a degree once
and that it would further add to her responsibility towards the people of the country.
The 24-year-old Tripura girl is the first Indian woman gymnast to have qualified for the Olympics. She finished fourth
in the final round of the women's vault event at the Rio Olympics Games in Brazil last year.
The director of NIT, Agartala, Professor Ajoy Kumar Ray, handed over the degree to Karmakar, during the 10th
convocation programme at the Rabindra Satabarshiki Bhavan here.

President Ram Nath Kovind gives away National Child Awards 2017
The President of India, Ram Nath Kovind, gave away the National Child Awards at Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi on
14 November 2017, on the occasion of Children’s Day.
The awards include the National Child Awards for Exceptional Achievement, National Awards for Child Welfare and
Rajiv Gandhi Manav Seva Awards.
National Child Awards for Exceptional Achievement give recognition to children with exceptional abilities and
outstanding achievements in the fields of innovation, scholastic achievements, sports, arts, culture, social service and
music.
National Awards for Child Welfare recognise the outstanding work of institutions and individuals in the field of child
development and welfare.
Rajiv Gandhi Manav Seva Awards are conferred to individuals for their outstanding contribution towards service for
children, including children with disabilities.

Girish Karnad conferred with 2017 Tata Literature Live Lifetime Achievement Award
Actor-playwright Girish Karnad was on 19 November 2017 conferred with Tata Literature Live! Lifetime Achievement
Award 2017 for his outstanding contribution in the field of theatre.
On the other hand, Tata Trusts' Big Little Book Award' for Author in Bengali Children's Literature was presented to
Nabaneeta Dev Sen.
While, Book of the year in non-fiction category went to 'Age of Anger: A History of the Present' by Pankaj Mishra,
whereas in the fiction category, Easterine Kire's 'Son of the Thundercloud' bagged the award.
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India’s Manushi Chhillar crowned Miss World 2017
India's Manushi Chhillar was crowned Miss World 2017 at the prestigious pageant’s 67th edition that was held in
Sanya, China on 18 November 2017.
The 20-year-old was crowned Miss World 2017 by outgoing titleholder Stephanie Del Val le, Miss World from Puerto
Rico. Chhillar’s win has brought home the coveted title after a 17-year-long wait. The last Indian contestant to win
Miss World was Priyanka Chopra in the year 2000.
The other contestants who made it to the top 5 include Miss England, Miss France, Miss Kenya and Miss Mexico. While
Miss Mexico Andrea Meza was the first runner up, England’s Stephanie Hill came in as the second runner up.
Almost 108 contestants from countries across the world participated in the beauty pageant.
Chhillar’s win has also levelled India with Venezuela, as the countries with most number of titles in the history of the
pageant.

Five Indian films nominated for ICFT UNESCO Gandhi Medal
The International Film Festival of India (IFFI) has nominated nine movies for this year’s International Council for Film,
Television and Audio-visual Communication (ICFT) UNESCO Gandhi Medal.
Among the total nine nominated films, five are from India. The Indian films competing for the prestigious ICFT UNESCO
Gandhi Medal include Kshitij - A Horizon, Manusangada, Poorna, Railway Children and Take-Off.
The competing foreign films include Amok from Poland, Khibula - a co-production of Germany, France and Georgia,
The Last Painting from Taiwan and Women of the Weeping River - a joint production of the US and UK.
All the nine films are being screened at the ongoing IFFI’s 48th edition in Panaji, Goa.

Japanese Professor Hiroshi Marui conferred with 3rd ICCR Distinguished Indologist award
President Ram Nath Kovind on 27 November 2017 conferred the 3rd ICCR Distinguished Indologist Award to Professor
Hiroshi Marui of Japan for his exemplary contribution to Indology.
Indology is defined as the academic study of the history, cultures, languages and literature of India and is a subset of
Asian studies.
Professor Marui has spent over 40 years working on Indian philosophy and Buddhist Studies.
His many acclaimed publications and research papers are considered as a final authority on several subjects the world.

Ruskin Bond conferred with Lifetime Achievement Award
Renowned author and Padma Bhushan Awardee Ruskin Bond was on 25 November 2017 presented with the Lifetime
Achievement Award by the Chandigarh Literary Society during the 5th edition of Chandigarh Literature Festival.
He was conferred with the award comprising a citation and Rs 2 lakh for his outstanding contribution in the field of
literature.
He was awarded the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize for ‘The Room on the Roof’ in 1957.
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Days & Observances in November, 2017
Day/Observance

Observed on

Theme/Info

International Day to End Impunity for 2 November
Crimes against Journalists
World Tsunami Awareness Day

5 November

'Reduce the Number of Affected People'

International Day for Preventing the 6 November
Exploitation
of
the Environment in War and Armed
Conflict

World Science
Development

Day

for

Peace

and 10 November

' Science for Global Understanding'

National Education Day

11 November

World Diabetes Day

14 November

National Children’s Day

14 November

International Day for Tolerance

16 November

Together: Respect, Safety & Dignity for all

World Philosophy Day

16 November

Observed on Third Thursday of November

National Press Day

16 November

World Pneumonia Day

12 November

World Space Week

4-10 October

International Students' Day

17 November

World Toilet Day

19 November

Africa Industrialization Day

20 November

'Women and diabetes - Our right to a healthy
future'

Exploring New Worlds in Space

Wastewater

World Day of Remembrance for Road 19 November
Traffic Victims

Observed on: Third Sunday of November

Women’s Entrepreneurship Day

19 November

#ChooseWomen

International Men’s Day

19 November

237th Corps of Engineers Day

18 November

Universal Children's Day

20 November

World Television Day

21 November

International Day for the Elimination of 25 November
Violence against Women

Theme: 2020 Target: reduce road fatalities AND
serious injuries by 50%*

The day is celebrated to commemorate the
raising of first Engineer Company in 1780.
It’s a #KidsTakeOver

Leave no one behind: end violence against
women and girls
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Indian Constitution Day

26 November

World Anti Obesity Day

26 November

'Qaumi Ekta Week'

19
to
25 The 'Qaumi Ekta Week' also known as National
November 2017 Integration Week will be observed all over the
country from the 19 to 25 November 2017.
19 November
Falls under Qaumi Ekta Week.
20 November
21 November
22 November
23 November
24 November
25 November
21 November

National Integration Day
Welfare of Minorities Day
Linguistic Harmony Day
Weaker Sections Day
Cultural Unity Day
Women’s Day
Conservation Day
World Fisheries day

Current Affairs related to Sports
Shahzar Rizvi, Pooja Ghatkar win gold at Commonwealth Shooting Championship
Indian pistol shooters today pulled off a clean sweep in the 10m air pistol event at the Commonwealth Shooting
Championship with Shahzar Rizvi, Omkar Singh and Jitu Rai winning gold, silver and bronze medals respectively.
In the 10m women’s air rifle event, Pooja Ghatkar bagged a gold while her countrymate Anjum Moudgil won the silver
medal. The bronze in this event went to Martina Lindsay Veloso of Singapore.
India had a productive second day at the range winning as many as five medals, including two gold, two silver and one
bronze medal.

Indian women beat China to win Asia Cup, qualify for World Cup
The India women's hockey team today qualified for next year's World Cup after overcoming China 5-4 via a shootout
in a nail-biting Asia Cup final here today.
It was 1-1 at full time after China found a late equaliser through Tiantian Luo, who converted a penalty corner in the
47th minute.
India had scored through Navjot Kaur in the 25th minute of the game.

Asian Boxing Championship 2017: MC Mary Kom wins Gold in 48 kg category
Indian boxer MC Mary Kom on 8 November 2017 won the Gold Medal at the Asian Boxing Championship 2017 in 48
kg category.
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Mary Kom defeated North Korea’s Hyang Mi Kim by 5-0 in the 48 kg category of the Asian Women's Boxing
Championship. She made her entry into the finals of the tournament on 7 November 2017 after knocking out Japan's
Tsubasa Komura.
This was her fifth gold medal in the Asian Boxing Championship. In her entire boxing career, till now, Mary has won
four gold and a silver in the Asian Boxing Championship.

Mirabai Chanu wins gold medal at World Weightlifting Championship
Saikhom Mirabai Chanu became the first Indian in last two decades to win a gold medal at the World Weightlifting
Championship in Anaheim, USA. With this medal she closed the page of her forgettable outing at the Rio Olympics.
Sukcharoen Thunya from Thailand with a total lift of 193 kg won the silver medal, while Segura Ana Iris with 182kg
bagged the brozne.

Srikanth, Sindhu win top awards at Indian Sports Honours 2017
The Inaugural edition of the Indian Sports Honours, which was held in Mumbai, saw Kidambi Srikanth and P V Sindhu
grab the top honours.
While ace shuttler Srikanth, who won four Super Series titles this year, won the Sportsman of the Year award, Rio
Olympics silver medallist Sindhu won the Sportswoman of the Year award in the individual sport category.

Current Affairs all around the World
'Fake news' named Word of the Year 2017 by Collins Dictionary
The Collins Dictionary on 2 November 2017 named 'Fake news' as the Word of the Year 2017 due to its widespread
use around the world. The term 'Fake news' was popularised by US President Donald Trump.
'Fake news' takes over the term 'Brexit' which was named as the definitive word in 2016 after the June 2016
referendum in favour of the UK’s exit from the EU.
UK-based lexicographer found that the use of term 'fake news' registered a 365 per cent rise in the last one year.
The term 'Fake news' is defined as 'false, often sensational, information disseminated under the guise of news
reporting'.

China unveils Asia’s largest island-building vessel
China on 3 November 2017 launched a massive ship, which is being referred as Asia's largest dredging vessel, at a port
in eastern Jiangsu province.
The vessel described as a ‘magic island maker’ is capable of building artificial islands.
Named Tian Kun Hao, the ship is capable of digging 6,000 cubic meters an hour, which is equivalent to three standard
swimming pools.
It is a larger version of the one China used to dredge sand, mud and coral for transforming reefs and islets in the South
China Sea into artificial islands capable of hosting military installations.
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Morocco launches earth observation satellite
Morocco on 7 November 2017 successfully launched an earth observation satellite called “Mohammed VI-A”.
The satellite was launched by European consortium Arianespace's Vega rocket from French Guyana Space Centre.
The Mohammed VI-A satellite is an Earth observation satellite built for Morocco by Thales Alenia Space as prime
contractor and Airbus as co-prime.
The three-axis stabilized satellite weighed approximately 1,110 kg at launch.

India re-elected as member of UNESCO's executive board
India was re-elected as the member of UNESCO’s executive board on 9 November 2017.
The election was held at the 39th session of the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation in Paris. The executive board is the top decision- making body of the international organisation.
The General Conference consists of the representatives of the member states of the organisation.

ASEAN inks free trade, investment pacts with Hong Kong in Manila
Hong Kong on Sunday signed free trade and investment pacts with the ten-nation Association of Southeast Asian
Nations, in what one of the Chinese territory's senior officials called a "loud and clear" vote against rising regional
trade protectionism.
The pacts conclude nearly three years of talks, are expected to take effect on January 1 at the earliest, and aim to bring
"deeper and bolder" integration of market access with the bloc, said Edward Yau, Hong Kong's commerce and
development secretary.
Total merchandise trade between Hong Kong and ASEAN was HK$833 billion ($107 billion) last year, official figures
show. Total services trade was HK$121 billion ($16 billion) in 2015.

10th South Asia Economic Summit begins in Kathmandu
The 10th South Asia Economic Summit (SAES) began in Kathmandu, Nepal on 14 November 2017 with the theme
"Deepening Economic Integration for Inclusive and Sustainable Development in South Asia".
The three-day summit is being organised by National Planning Commission and Ministry of Commerce of Nepal and
South Asia Watch on Trade, Economics and Environment (SAWTEE), Nepal. It was inaugurated by Nepal’s Prime
Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba.

China launches world's first fully electric cargo ship
China on 14 November 2017 launched world's first fully electric cargo ship in Guangzhou, the capital of Guangdong
province. This 2000-metric-ton ship is the first in the world to use lithium battery.
The ship was manufactured by the Guangzhou Shipyard International Company Ltd. The ship is presently running in
the inland section of the Pearl River.
The ship can run 80 kilometers after being charged for two hours.
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The ship is 70.5 meters long and has battery energy of about 2400 kilowatt hours which is the same energy of 40 new
energy cars.
Its highest speed is 12.8 kilometers per hour, and there is zero emission of waste gas pollutants.

Leonardo Da Vinci's Christ painting sold for record USD 450 million
A painting of Christ by Italian Renaissance painter Leonardo da Vinci was sold for a record USD 450 million at an auction
on 15 November 2017, breaking all the previous records of artworks sold or auctioned. It was sold by Christie’s auction
house.
The highest price ever paid for a work of art at auction was USD 179.4 million for Pablo Picasso’s painting 'Women of
Algiers (Version O)' in May 2015. While, the highest known sale price for any artwork was USD 300 million for Willem
de Kooning’s painting 'Interchange'.

WHO launches global effort to end TB by 2030
The World Health Organisation (WHO) on 17 November 2017 launched a new global effort to end Tuberculosis by
2030. Under this new initiative, 75 ministers agreed to take urgent action to end TB by 2030.
The initiative was launched during the first WHO Global Ministerial Conference on Ending Tuberculosis in the
Sustainable Development Era: A Multisectoral Response, that was attended by 114 countries in Moscow.
WHO Global Ministerial Conference on Ending Tuberculosis in the Sustainable Development Era
The Moscow Declaration to End TB aims to increase multisectoral action as well as track progress, and build
accountability.

International Multilateral Maritime Search and Rescue Exercise 2017 begins in Bangladesh
The International Multilateral Maritime Search and Rescue Exercise 2017 (IMMSAREX 2017) began on 27 November
2017 in Cox Bazar, Bangladesh.
Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of the Naval Staff of Indian Navy, is attending the exercise, on an invitation from Bangladesh.
The exercise will be held till 28 November 2017 under the aegis of Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS).
Indian Naval Ships (INS) Ranvir, Sahyadri, Gharial and Sukanya along with one Maritime Patrol Aircraft P-8I will be
participating in the exercise.

Nobel laureate Aung San Suu Kyi stripped of Oxford honour
Nobel Peace laureate, Aung San Suu Kyi, has been stripped of the ‘Freedom of Oxford award’ over her inaction in the
escalating Rohingya crisis.
The Oxford City Council voted unanimously on 27 November 2017 to permanently revoke the ‘ Freedom of the City’
honour awarded to Suu Kyi in 1997, which she personally collected in 2012, after spending 15 years under house
arrest.
In an official statement, Councillor Mary Clarkson said that when Sung San Suu Kyi was given the ‘Freedom of the City’
in 1997, it was because she reflected Oxford’s values of tolerance and internationalism and as a celebration of her
opposition to oppression and military rule in Burma.
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